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 Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

A 

ABSOLUTE ABELOSTU something that is absolute [n -S] / free from restriction [adj -R, -ST] 

ACQUIREE ACEEIQRU one that is acquired [n -S] 

ACQUIRER ACEIQRRU one that acquires (to come into possession of) [n -S] 

ADHEREND ADDEEHNR surface to which adhesive adheres [n -S] 

ADHERENT ADEEHNRT supporter (one that supports (to hold up or add strength to)) [n -S] 

ADHERING ADEGHINR ADHERE, to become or remain attached or close to something [v] 

ADHESION ADEHINOS act of adhering (to become or remain attached or close to something) [n -S]  

ADHESIVE ADEEHISV substance that causes adhesion [n -S] 

AERODYNE ADEENORY aircraft that is heavier than air [n -S] 

AEROLITE AEEILORT meteorite containing more stone than iron [n -S] 

AEROLITH AEHILORT aerolite (meteorite containing more stone than iron) [n -S] 

AEROSTAT AAEORSTT aircraft that is lighter than air [n -S] 

AFFIXING AFFGIINX AFFIX, to attach (to connect as associated part) [v] 

AIRBUSES ABEIRSSU AIRBUS, passenger airplane [n] 

AIRCOACH AACCHIOR cheaper class of accommodations in commercial aircraft [n -ES] 

AIRCRAFT AACFIRRT any machine or device capable of flying [n AIRCRAFT] 

AIRDROME ADEIMORR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRFIELD ADEFIILR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRFRAME AAEFIMRR framework and external covering of airplane [n -S] 

AIRLINER AEIILNRR large passenger aircraft [n -S] 

AIRPLANE AAEILNPR winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers [n -S] 

AIRSTRIP AIIPRRST runway (landing and takeoff strip for aircraft) [n -S] 

AISLEWAY AAEILSWY aisle (passageway between sections of seats) [n -S] 

ALLEYWAY AAELLWYY alley (narrow passageway) [n -S] 

AMBERINA AABEIMNR type of glassware [n -S] 

AMPHORAL AAHLMOPR AMPHORA, narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [adj] 

AMPLEXUS AELMPSUX mating embrace of frogs [n -ES] 

AMPULLAR AALLMPRU AMPULLA, globular bottle used in ancient Rome [adj] 

ANCHORED ACDEHNOR ANCHOR, to secure by means of anchor (device for holding floating vessel in place) [v] 

ANEURISM AEIMNRSU aneurysm (abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel) [n -S] 

ANEURYSM AEMNRSUY abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel [n -S] 

ANTISERA AAEINRST serums that contain antibodies [n ANTISERA] 

AQUAFABA AAAABFQU bean-cooking water [n] 

AQUARIAL AAAILQRU pertaining to aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [adj] 

AQUARIST AAIQRSTU one who keeps aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [n -S] 

AQUARIUM AAIMQRUU water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n -S, -IA] 

AQUEDUCT ACDEQTUU water conduit [n -S] 

ARGOSIES AEGIORSS ARGOSY, large merchant ship [n] 

ARMCHAIR AACHIMRR chair with armrests [n -S] 

ARMORIES AEIMORRS ARMORY, place where weapons are stored [n] 

ARTERIAL AAEILRRT type of highway (main road) [n -S] 

ASTRINGE AEGINRST to bind or draw together [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ATLANTES AAELNSTT ATLAS, male figure used as supporting column [n] 

AUTOBAHN AABHNOTU German superhighway [n -S, -EN] 

AUTOGIRO AGIOORTU type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 
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AUTOGYRO AGOORTUY autogiro (type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers)) [n -S] 

AUTOLYSE AELOSTUY to autolyze (to break down tissue by action of self-contained enzymes) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AUTOLYZE AELOTUYZ to break down tissue by action of self-contained enzymes [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

B 

BACKBONE ABBCEKNO spine (vertebral column) [n -S] 

BACKFILL ABCFIKLL to refill (to fill again) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKPACK AABCCKKP to hike with pack on one's back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKREST ABCEKRST back support [n -S] 

BACKSEAT AABCEKST rear seat [n -S] 

BACKSTAY AABCKSTY support for mast [n -S] 

BACKSTOP ABCKOPST to bolster (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKWRAP AABCKPRW wraparound garment that fastens in back [n -S] 

BAIDARKA AAABDIKR bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n -S] 

BAILSMAN AABILMNS one who provides security for another [n -MEN] 

BAKEWARE AABEEKRW dishes used for baking [n -S] 

BALLONET ABELLNOT small balloon [n -S] 

BALSAMIC AABCILMS containing balsam [adj] 

BALUSTER ABELRSTU railing support [n -S] 

BANISTER ABEINRST handrail (railing used for support) [n -S] 

BARBWIRE ABBEIRRW barbed wire [n -S] 

BAREBOAT AABBEORT pleasure boat rented without personnel [n -S] 

BAREHAND AABDEHNR to catch with bare hand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAROUCHE ABCEHORU type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

BARRABLE AABBELRR capable of being barred [adj] 

BARRETTE ABEERRTT hair clip [n -S] 

BARRIQUE ABEIQRRU wine barrel [n -S] 

BARSTOOL ABLOORST stool in barroom [n -S] 

BASALTES AABELSST unglazed stoneware [n BASALTES] 

BASEPATH AABEHPST baserunner's path between bases [n -S] 

BASICITY ABCIISTY state of being alkaline (containing alkali (type of chemical compound)) [n -TIES] 

BASINFUL ABFILNSU as much as basin can hold [n -S] 

BASKETRY ABEKRSTY basket weaving [n -RIES] 

BASSINET ABEINSST basket used as baby's crib [n -S] 

BATTENED ABDEENTT BATTEN, to fasten with strips of wood [v] 

BATTENER ABEENRTT one that battens (to fasten with strips of wood) [n -S] 

BEDBOARD ABBDDEOR board placed between mattress and bedspring [n -S] 

BEDCHAIR ABCDEHIR chair near bed [n -S] 

BEDDABLE ABBDDEEL suitable for taking to bed [adj] 

BEDFRAME ABDEEFMR frame of bed [n -S] 

BEDMAKER ABDEEKMR one that makes beds [n -S] 

BEDPLATE ABDEELPT frame support [n -S] 

BEDSHEET BDEEEHST sheet for bed [n -S] 

BEDSKIRT BDEIKRST drapery attached to bedframe [n -S] 

BEDSTAND ABDDENST table next to bed [n -S] 

BEDSTEAD ABDDEEST support for bed [n -S] 
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BELAYING ABEGILNY BELAY, to fasten rope [v] 

BELLYFUL BEFLLLUY excessive amount [n -S] 

BELTLESS BEELLSST having no belt [adj] 

BELTLINE BEEILLNT waistline [n -S] 

BEMUZZLE BEELMUZZ to muzzle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BENTWOOD BDENOOTW wood bent for use in furniture [n -S] 

BERTHING BEGHINRT BERTH, to provide mooring [v] 

BESLAVED ABDEELSV filled with slaves [adj] 

BHEESTIE BEEEHIST bheesty (water carrier) [n -S] 

BICYCLER BCCEILRY one that bicycles (to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n -S] 

BIDARKEE ABDEEIKR bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n -S] 

BIGHTING BGGHIINT BIGHT, to fasten with loop of rope [v] 

BILANDER ABDEILNR small ship [n -S] 

BILLFOLD BDFILLLO wallet (flat folding case) [n -S] 

BILLYCAN ABCILLNY pot for heating water [n -S] 

BINDABLE ABBDEILN BIND, to tie or secure [adj] 

BINDWEED BDDEEINW twining plant [n -S] 

BINNACLE ABCEILNN compass stand [n -S] 

BIRDBATH ABBDHIRT bath for birds [n -S] 

BIRDCAGE ABCDEGIR cage for birds [n -S] 

BIRDFARM ABDFIMRR aircraft carrier [n -S] 

BLACKTOP ABCKLOPT to pave with asphalt [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BLADDERY ABDDELRY BLADDER, saclike receptacle [adj] 

BLANKEST ABEKLNST BLANK, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

BLIMPISH BHIILMPS BLIMP, nonrigid aircraft [adj] 

BOATABLE AABBELOT BOAT, to travel by boat (watercraft) [adj] 

BOATLIFT ABFILOTT to transport by boats [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOATLIKE ABEIKLOT resembling boat [adj] 

BOATLOAD AABDLOOT amount that boat holds [n -S] 

BOATPORT ABOOPRTT enclosure for boats [n -S] 

BOATYARD AABDORTY marina (docking area for small boats) [n -S] 

BOLTHEAD ABDEHLOT matrass (long-necked glass vessel) [n -S] 

BOLTHOLE BEHLLOOT place or way of escape [n -S] 

BOLTLESS BELLOSST having no bolt (type of metal fastener) [adj] 

BOLTROPE BELOOPRT rope sewn to sail [n -S] 

BONDABLE ABBDELNO BOND, to join together [adj] 

BONDLESS BDELNOSS having no bond [adj] 

BONDMAID ABDDIMNO female slave [n -S] 

BONDSMAN ABDMNNOS bondman (male slave) [n -MEN] 

BONEYARD ABDENORY junkyard (place where junk is stored) [n -S] 

BONIFACE ABCEFINO innkeeper [n -S] 

BOOKCASE ABCEKOOS case which holds books (literary volumes) [n -S] 

BOOKRACK ABCKKOOR support for open book [n -S] 

BOOKREST BEKOORST bookrack (support for open book) [n -S] 

BOOKSHOP BHKOOOPS store where books are sold [n -S] 

BOOSTING BGINOOST BOOST, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BOOTLACE ABCELOOT shoelace (lace for fastening shoe) [n -S] 
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BOTTLING BGILNOTT bottled beverage [n -S] / BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container) [v] 

BOUGHPOT BGHOOPTU large vase (rounded, decorative container) [n -S] 

BOUNDING BDGINNOU BOUND, BIND, to tie or secure [v] 

BOXBOARD ABBDOORX stiff paperboard [n -S] 

BOXINESS BEINOSSX state of being boxy (resembling box) [n -ES] 

BRACKISH ABCHIKRS salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

BRADDING ABDDGINR BRAD, to fasten with thin nails [v] 

BRAKEAGE AABEEGKR act of braking (to slow down or stop) [n -S] 

BRAKEMAN AABEKMNR trainman (railroad employee) [n -MEN] 

BRANNIER ABEINNRR BRANNY, containing bran [adj] 

BREADBOX ABBDEORX container for bread [n -ES] 

BRIDGING BDGGIINR BRIDGE, to connect (to join together) [v] 

BRIDLING BDGIILNR BRIDLE, to control with restraint [v] 

BRIMMING BGIIMMNR BRIM, to fill to top [v] 

BRINIEST BEIINRST BRINY, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

BRITZSKA ABIKRSTZ britska (open carriage) [n -S] 

BROADWAY AABDORWY large main road [n -S] 

BROUGHAM ABGHMORU type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

BUBBLING BBBGILNU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 

BUMPERED BDEEMPRU BUMPER, to fill to brim [v] 

BUNDLING BDGILNNU BUNDLE, to fasten group of objects together [v] 

BUNGHOLE BEGHLNOU hole in keg or barrel [n -S] 

BUNKERED BDEEKNRU BUNKER, to store in large bin [v] 

BUNKMATE ABEKMNTU person with whom sleeping quarters are shared [n -S] 

BUNTLINE BEILNNTU rope used to haul up sail [n -S] 

BURDENED BDDEENRU BURDEN, to load heavily [v] 

BURDENER BDEENRRU one that burdens (to load heavily) [n -S] 

BURROWED BDEORRUW BURROW, to dig hole or tunnel in ground [v] 

BURROWER BEORRRUW one that burrows (to dig hole or tunnel in ground) [n -S] 

BUTTONED BDENOTTU BUTTON, to fasten with button (small disk) [v] 

BUTTONER BENORTTU one that buttons (to fasten with button (small disk)) [n -S] 

BUTTRESS BERSSTTU to prop up [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BYSTREET BEERSTTY side street [n -S] 
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C 

CABESTRO ABCEORST lasso [n -S] 

CABLEWAY AABCELWY suspended cable (heavy rope) [n -S] 

CABRESTA AABCERST cabestro (lasso) [n -S] 

CABRESTO ABCEORST cabestro (lasso) [n -S] 

CABRIOLE ABCEILOR curved furniture leg [n -S] 

CABSTAND AABCDNST place where cabs await hire [n -S] 

CACHEPOT ACCEHOPT ornamental container for flowerpot [n -S] 

CADDYING ACDDGINY CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v] 

CAGELIKE ACEEGIKL resembling cage (enclosure) [adj] 

CAGELING ACEGGILN caged bird [n -S] 

CALABASH AAABCHLS gourd (hard-shelled fruit) [n -ES] 
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CALASHES AACEHLSS CALASH, light carriage [n] 

CALATHOS AACHLOST fruit basket [n -HI] 

CALATHUS AACHLSTU calathos (fruit basket) [n -HI] 

CALCIFIC ACCCFIIL containing salts of calcium [adj] 

CALCRETE ACCEELRT type of concrete made with calcium carbonate [n -S] 

CALYCULI ACCILLUY small, cup-shaped structures [n CALYCULI] 

CAMPUSED ACDEMPSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v] 

CAMPUSES ACEMPSSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v] 

CANALLER AACELLNR freight boat [n -S] 

CANEPHOR ACEHNOPR Greek maiden bearing basket on her head [n -S] 

CANISTER ACEINRST small, metal box [n -S] 

CANNELON ACELNNNO stuffed roll [n -S] 

CANNULAR AACLNNRU CANNULA, tube inserted into bodily cavity [adj] 

CANOEING ACEGINNO action or sport of paddling canoe [n -S] / CANOE, to paddle canoe (light, slender boat) [v] 

CANOEIST ACEINOST one who canoes [n -S] 

CANTHARI AACHINRT two-handled drinking cup [n CANTHARI] 

CANULATE AACELNTU to insert canula into [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CAPACITY AACCIPTY ability to receive or contain [n -TIES] 

CAPSIDAL AACDILPS CAPSID, outer shell of virus particle [adj] 

CAPSOMER ACEMOPRS protein forming capsid [n -S] 

CAPSULAR AACLPRSU enclosed and compact [adj] 

CAPTURER ACEPRRTU one that captures (to take by force or cunning) [n -S] 

CARAPACE AAACCEPR hard, protective outer covering [n -S] 

CARBOYED ABCDEORY CARBOY, large bottle [adj] 

CARCERAL AACCELRR pertaining to prison [adj] 

CARDCASE AACCDERS case for holding cards [n -S] 

CAROCHES ACCEHORS CAROCH, caroche (stately carriage) [n] 

CARRIAGE AACEGIRR wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle [n -S] 

CARRIOLE ACEILORR cariole (small, open carriage) [n -S] 

CARRYALL AACLLRRY light covered carriage [n -S] 

CARRYCOT ACCORRTY baby’s portable cot [n -S] 

CARRYING ACGINRRY CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v] 

CARRYOUT ACORRTUY take-out order of food [n -S] 

CARTABLE AABCELRT CART, to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle) [adj] 

CARTLOAD AACDLORT as much as cart can hold [n -S] 

CARTONED ACDENORT CARTON, to pack in cardboard box [v] 

CARYATIC AACCIRTY resembling caryatid (sculptured female figure used as column) [adj] 

CARYATID AACDIRTY sculptured female figure used as column [n -S,  -ES] 

CASEWORM ACEMORSW insect larva [n -S] 

CASKETED ACDEEKST CASKET, to place in casket (burial case) [v] 

CASSETTE ACEESSTT small case containing audiotape or videotape [n -S] 

CATACOMB AABCCMOT underground cemetery [n -S] 

CATCHALL AACCHLLT container for odds and ends [n -S] 

CATCHFLY ACCFHLTY insect-catching plant [n -LIES] 

CATCHING ACCGIHNT CATCH, to capture after pursuit [v] 

CATHEDRA AACDEHRT bishop’s throne [n -S, -E] 

CAULDRON ACDLNORU caldron (large kettle or boiler) [n -S] 
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CAULKING ACGIKLNU CAULK, to make seams of ship watertight [v] / material used to caulk [n -S] 

CAUSEWAY AACESUWY to build causeway (raised roadway) over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEINTURE CEEINRTU belt for waist [n -S] 

CELLARED ACDEELLR CELLAR, to store in underground room [v] 

CELLARET ACEELLRT cabinet for wine bottles [n -S] 

CELLMATE ACEELLMT one or two or more prisoners sharing cell [n -S] 

CEMENTED CDEEEMNT CEMENT, to bind firmly [v] 

CEMENTER CEEEMNRT one that cements (to bind firmly) [n -S] 

CENOTAPH ACEHNOPT empty tomb [n -S] 

CHAINING ACGHIINN CHAIN, to bind with chain (series of connected rings) [v] 

CHEEKFUL CEEFHKLU amount held in one's cheek [n -S] 

CHESTFUL CEFHLSTU as much as chest or box can hold [n -S] 

CHINCHED CCDEHHIN CHINCH, to chinse (to fill seams in boat or cabin) [v] 

CHINCHES CCEHHINS CHINCH, to chinse (to fill seams in boat or cabin) [v] 

CHINKING CGHIIKNN CHINK, to fill cracks or fissures in [v] 

CHINNING CGHIINNN CHIN, to hold with chin) lower part of face) [v] 

CHINSING CGHIINNS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CHOCKING CCGHIKNO CHOCK, to secure with wedge of wood or metal [v] 

CIBORIUM BCIIMORU vessel for holding holy bread [n -IA] 

CINCHING CCGHIINN CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

CINCTURE CCEINRTU to gird or encircle [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CINERARY ACEINRRY used for cremated ashes [n -RIES] 

CISTERNA ACEINRST fluid-containing sac [n -E] 

CLAGGING ACGGGILN CLAG, to clog (to block up or obstruct) [v] 

CLAMPING ACGILMNP CLAMP, to fasten with clamp (securing device) [v] 

CLARENCE ACCEELNR closed carriage [n -S] 

CLASPING ACGILNPS CLASP, to embrace tightly [v] 

CLAYWARE AACELRWY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

CLEARWAY AACELRWY road on which stopping is not permitted [n -S] 

CLEATING ACEGILNT CLEAT, to strengthen with strip of wood or iron [v] 

CLEEKING CEEGIKLN CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLEIDOIC CCDEIILO enclosed in shell [adj] 

CLENCHED CCDEEHLN CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v] 

CLENCHER CCEEHLNR one that clenches (to grasp firmly) [n -S] 

CLENCHES CCEEHLNS CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v] 

CLEVISES CEEILSSV CLEVIS, metal fastening device [n] 

CLINGIER CEGIILNR CLINGY, adhesive [adj] 

CLINGING CGGIILNN CLING, to adhere closely [v] 

CLOGGIER CEGGILOR CLOGGY, clogging or able to clog [adj] 

CLOGGILY CGGILLOY CLOGGY, clogging or able to clog [adv] 

CLOGGING CGGGILNO act of dancing while wearing shoes with thick wooden soles [n -S] / CLOG, to block up or obstruct [v] 

CLOTTING CGILNOTT CLOT, to form into clot (thick mass) [v] 

CLUTCHED CCDEHLTU CLUTCH, to grasp and hold tightly [v] 

COAGULUM ACGLMOUU clot [n -LA, -S] 

COALHOLE ACEHLLOO compartment for storing coal [n -S] 

COALIEST ACEILOST COALY, containing coal [adj] 

COALSHED ACDEHLOS shed for storing coal [n -S] 
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COALYARD AACDLORY yard for storing coal [n -S] 

COAPTING ACGINOPT COAPT, to fit together and make fast [v] 

COATRACK AACCKORT rack or stand for coats [n -S] 

COATROOM ACMOOORT room for storing coats [n -S] 

COCKBOAT ABCCKOOT small boat [n -S] 

COCOONED CCDENOOO COCOON, to wrap or envelop tightly [v] 

COFFERED CDEEFFOR COFFER, to put in strongbox [v] 

COFFINED CDEFFINO COFFIN, to put in coffin (burial case) [v] 

COFFLING CFFGILNO COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

COHERENT CEEHNORT sticking together [adj] 

COHERING CEGHINOR COHERE, to stick together [v] 

COHESION CEHINOOS act or state of cohering (to stick together) [n -S] 

COHESIVE CEEHIOSV COHESION (act or state of cohering (to stick together) [adj] 

COHOLDER CDEHLOOR athlete who holds record with another [n -S] 

COIGNING CGGIINNO COIGN, to quoin (to secure with type of wedge) [v] / COIGNE [v] 

COLLARED ACDELLOR COLLAR, to provide with collar (something worn around neck) [v] 

COLLARET ACELLORT small collar [n -S] 

COLUMNAL ACLLMNOU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COLUMNAR ACLMNORU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COLUMNED CDELMNOU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COMPRISE CEIMOPRS to include or contain [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COMPRIZE CEIMOPRZ to comprise (to include or contain) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CONFINER CEFINNOR one that confines (to shut within enclosure) [n -S] 

CONVEYED CDEENOVY CONVEY, to transport [v] 

CONVEYER CEENORVY one that conveys (to transport) [n -S] 

CONVEYOR CENOORVY conveyer (one that conveys (to transport)) [n -S] 

COOKWARE ACEKOORW utensils used in cooking [n -S] 

COOPERED CDEEOOPR COOPER, to make or mend barrels [v] 

CORBELED BCDEELOR CORBEL, to provide wall with bracket [v] 

CORDELLE CDEELLOR to tow boat with cordelle (towrope) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

CORDLIKE CDEIKLOR resembling cord (thin rope) [adj] 

CORDONED CDDENOOR CORDON, to form barrier around [v] 

CORDUROY CDOORRUY to build type of road [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORKIEST CEIKORST CORKY, corklike (resembling cork (porous tree bark)) [adj] 

CORKLIKE CEIKKLOR resembling cork (porous tree bark) [adj] 

CORKWOOD CDKOOORW small tree [n -S] 

CORNCRIB BCCINORR building in which corn is stored [n -S] 

CORNICHE CCEHINOR road built along cliff [n -S] 

CORSETED CDEEORST CORSET, to fit with corset (supporting undergarment) [v] 

CORSETRY CEORRSTY work of making corsets (supporting undergarment) [ -RIES] 

CORVETTE CEEORTTV small, swift warship [n -S] 

COTTERED CDEEORTT COTTER, pin or wedge used for fastening parts together [adj] 

COVENANT ACENNOTV to enter into binding agreement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CRAALING AACGILNR CRAAL, to kraal (to pen in type of enclosure) [v] 

CRAMMING ACGIMMNR CRAM, to fill or pack tightly [v] 

CRAMPING ACGIMNPR CRAMP, to restrain or confine [v] 

CRANIATE AACEINRT one that has skull [n -S] 
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CRATCHES ACCEHRST CRATCH, manger (trough or box from which horses or cattle eat) [n] 

CRATEFUL ACEFLRTU as much as crate can hold [n -S] 

CRAWLWAY AACLRWWY small, low tunnel [n -S] 

CREDENZA ACDEENRZ piece of furniture [n -S] 

CREELING CEEGILNR CREEL, to put fish in creel (fish basket) [v] 

CRIBBING BBCGIINR supporting framework [n -S] / CRIB, to confine closely [v] 

CRIBWORK BCIKORRW framework of logs [n -S] 

CROCKERY CCEKORRY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -RIES] 

CROCKPOT CCKOOPRT electric cooking pot [n -S] 

CROSSARM ACMORRSS horizontal bar [n -S] 

CROSSBAR ABCORRSS to fasten with crossarms [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

CROSSTIE CEIORSST traverse beam [n -S] 

CROSSWAY ACORSSWY road that crosses another road [n -S] 

CROTCHET CCEHORTT small hook [n -S] 

CRUCIBLE BCCEILRU heat-resistant vessel [n -S] 

CRUCIFER CCEFIRRU one who carries cross [n -S] 

CRUTCHED CCDEHRTU CRUTCH, to prop up or support [v] 

CRUTCHES CCEHRSTU CRUTCH, to prop up or support [v] 

CRYOBANK ABCKNORY place for storing human tissue at very low temperatures [n -S] 

CUBICULA ABCCILUU burial chambers [n] 

CUFFLINK CFFIKLNU fastening for shirt cuff [n -S] 

CULLISES CEILLSSU CULLIS, gutter in roof [n] 

CUMBERED BCDEEMRU CUMBER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

CUMBERER BCEEMRRU one that cumbers (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of) [n -S] 

CUPBOARD ABCDOPRU cabinet (piece of furniture with shelves and drawers) [n -S] 

CUPELING CEGILNPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CUPELLED CDEELLPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CUPELLER CEELLPRU one that cupels (to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel) [n -S] 

CUPPIEST CEIPPSTU CUPPY, cuplike [adj] 

CUPREOUS CEOPRSUU containing copper [adj] 

CURBABLE ABBCELRU CURB, to restrain (to hold back from action) [adj] 

CURRICLE CCEILRRU light carriage [n -S] 

CUSPIDOR CDIOPRSU spittoon (receptacle for saliva) [n -S] 

CYCLECAR ACCCELRY type of motor vehicle [n -S] 

CYCLEWAY ACCELWYY bikeway (route for bikes) [n -S] 

CYLINDER CDEILNRY to furnish with cylinder (chamber in engine) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CYTIDINE CDEIINTY compound containing cytosine [n -S] 
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DAHABEAH AAABDEHH large passenger boat [n -S] 

DAHABIAH AAABDHHI dahabeah (large passenger boat) [n -S] 

DAHABIEH AABDEHHI dahabeah (large passenger boat) [n -S] 

DAHABIYA AAABDHIY dahabeah (large passenger boat) [n -S] 

DEADBOLT ABDDELOT lock for door [n -S] 

DEADFALL AADDEFLL type of animal trap [n -S] 

DEADHEAD AADDDEEH to travel without freight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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DEADLIFT ADDEFILT to execute type of lift in weight lifting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEATHBED ABDDEEHT bed on which person dies [n -S] 

DECANTED ACDDEENT DECANT, to pour from one container into another [v] 

DECANTER ACDEENRT decorative bottle [n -S] 

DEFORCER CDEEFORR one that deforces (to withhold by force) [n -S] 

DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO narrow-necked jug [n -S] 

DEMONIAC ACDEIMNO one regarded as possessed by demon [n -S] 

DERAILED ADDEEILR DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DETACHED ACDDEEHT DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v] 

DETACHER ACDEEHRT one that detaches (to unfasten and separate) [n -S] 

DETACHES ACDEEHST DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v] 

DETAINED ADDEEINT DETAIN, to hold in custody [v] 

DETAINEE ADEEEINT one who is detained [n -S] 

DETAINER ADEEINRT unlawful withholding of another's property [n -S] 

DETANGLE ADEEGLNT to remove knots from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DETERRED DDEEERRT DETER, to stop from proceeding [v] 

DETERRER DEEERRRT one that deters (to stop from proceeding) [n -S] 

DEXTRINE DEEINRTX dextrin (substance used as adhesive) [n -S] 

DHOOLIES DEHILOOS DHOOLY, doolee (stretcher for sick or wounded) [n] 

DIESTOCK CDEIKOST frame for holding dies [n -S] 

DINGHIES DEGHIINS DINGHY, small boat [n] 

DISBOUND BDDINOSU not having binding [adj] 

DISHLIKE DEHIIKLS resembling dish [adj] 

DISHWARE ADEHIRSW tableware used in serving food [n -S] 

DISTRAIN ADIINRST to seize and hold property as security [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOCKLAND ACDDKLNO part of port occupied by docks (wharf) [n -S] 

DOCKSIDE CDDEIKOS area adjacent to dock [n -S] 

DOCKYARD ACDDKORY shipyard [n -S] 

DOLLYING DGILLNOY DOLLY, to move on wheeled platform [v] 

DOORNAIL ADILNOOR large-headed nail [n -S] 

DOORSTOP DOOOPRST object used for holding door open [n -S] 

DOVECOTE CDEEOOTV roost for domesticated pigeons [n -S] 

DOWELING DEGILNOW DOWEL, to fasten with wooden pins [v] 

DOWELLED DDEELLOW DOWEL, to fasten with wooden pins [v] 

DOWNHAUL ADHLNOUW rope for hauling down sails [n -S] 

DRAWBORE ABDEORRW hole for drawing mortise and tenon [n -S] 

DRIFTPIN DFIINPRT metal rod for securing timbers [n -S] 

DRIVEWAY ADEIRVWY private road providing access to building [n -S] 

DROSKIES DEIKORSS DROSKY, droshky (open carriage) [n] 

DUMPCART ACDMPRTU type of cart [n -S] 

DUSTCART ACDRSTTU garbage truck [n -S] 
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ECONOBOX BCENOOOX small economical car [n -ES] 

EGGSHELL EEGGHLLS hard exterior of bird’s eggs [n -S] 

ELEVATED ADEEELTV railway that operates on raised structure [n -S] 
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ELEVATOR AEELORTV one that elevates (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n -S] 

EMBANKED ABDEEKMN EMBANK, to confine or protect with raised structure [v] 

EMBARRED ABDEEMRR EMBAR, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

EMBAYING ABEGIMNY EMBAY, to enclose in bay [v] 

EMBEDDED BDDDEEEM EMBED, to fix firmly into surrounding mass [v] 

EMBRACER ABCEEMRR one that embraces (to hug) [n -S] 

EMPTIEST EEIMPSTT EMPTY, containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [adj] 

EMPTYING EEGIMNT EMPTY, containing nothing [v] 

ENCAGING ACEGGINN ENCAGE, to confine in cage [v] 

ENCASING ACEGINNS ENCASE, to enclose in case [v] 

ENCLOSER CEELNORS one that encloses 

ENCYSTED CDEENSTY ENCYST, to enclose in cyst [v] 

ENDOCAST ACDENOST cast of cranial cavity [n -S] 

ENDPAPER ADEENPPR sheet of paper used in bookbinding [n -S] 

ENFETTER EEEFNRTT to enchain (to bind with chains) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGIRDED DDEEGINR ENGIRD, to gird (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v] 

ENGIRDLE DEEGILNR to engird (to gird (to surround (to extend completely around))) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENLACING ACEGILNN ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENMESHED DEEEHMNS ENMESH, to ensnare or entangle in net [v] 

ENMESHES EEEHMNSS ENMESH, to ensnare or entangle in net [v] 

ENROOTED DEENOORT ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

ENSCONCE CCEENNOS to settle securely or comfortably [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENSHEATH AEEHHNST to enclose in sheath [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENSHRINE EEHINNRS to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENSILAGE AEEGILNS to ensile (to store in silo) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENSILING EGIILNNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSNARER AEENNRRS one that ensnares (to trap (to catch in trap)) [n -S] 

ENSPHERE EEEHNPRS to enclose in sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENSWATHE AEEHNSTW to wrap in bandages [v -D, -HING, -S]  

ENTOILED DEEILNOT ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ENTOMBED BDEEMNOT ENTOMB, to place in tomb [v] 

ENTREPOT EENOPRTT warehouse [n -S] 

ENTRYWAY AENRTWYY passage serving as entrance [n -S] 

ENVELOPE EEELNOPV paper container [n -S] 

ENWOMBED BDDEENOW ENWOMB, to enclose as if in womb [v] 

EPOXYING EGIINOPXY EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

EQUIPAGE AEEGIPQU carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

ESCAPING ACEGINPS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

ESTOPPEL EELOPPST legal restraint preventing person from contradicting his own previous statement [n -S] 

EYELETED DEEEELTY EYELET, to make small hole in (as for holding fastening button) [v] 
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FACEPALM AACEFLMP to put one’s palm on one’s face to express disbelief or despair [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FAGGOTED ADEFGGOT FAGGOT, to fagot (to bind together into bundle) [v] 

FAGOTING AFGGINOT FAGOT, to bind together into bundle [v] 

FAIRLEAD AADEFILR device used to hold ship's rigging in place [n -S] 
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FALTBOAT AABFLOTT collapsible boat resembling kayak [n -S] 

FAROLITO AFILOORT candle in paper bag weighted with sand [n -S] 

FASCICLE ACCEFILS small bundle [n -S] 

FASTBACK AABCFKST type of automobile roof [n -S] 

FASTENED ADEEFNST FASTEN, to secure (to make firm or tight) [v] 

FASTENER AEEFNRST one that fastens (to secure (to make firm or tight)) [n -S] 

FAUTEUIL AEFILTUU armchair (chair with armrests) [n -S] 

FERETORY EEFORRTY receptacle in which sacred relics are kept [n -RIES] 

FERREOUS EEFORRSU containing iron [adj] 

FERRIAGE AEEFGIRR transportation by ferry [n -S] 

FERRITIN EFIINRRT protein that contains iron [n -S] 

FERRYING EFGINRRY FERRY, to transport by ferry (type of boat) [v] 

FETTERED DEEEFRTT FETTER, to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [v] 

FETTERER EEEFRRTT one that fetters (to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles)) [n -S] 

FIASCOES ACEFIOSS FIASCO, wine bottle [n] 

FIBERIZE BEEFIIRZ to break into fibers (thread or threadlike object of structure) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FIBRANNE ABEFINNR fabric made of spun rayon yarn [n -S] 

FIBRILLA ABFIILLR fibril (small fiber) [n -S] 

FIGULINE EFGIILNU piece of pottery [n -S] 

FILAMENT AEFILMNT very thin thread or threadlike structure [n -S] 

FILLABLE ABEFILLL FILL, to put as much as can be held into [adj] 

FIREHOSE EEFHIORS hose used by firefighters [ -S] 

FIREPLUG EFGILPRU hydrant [n -S] 

FIREROOM EFIMOORR room containing ship's boilers [n -S] 

FIRMWARE AEFIMRRW computer programs permanently stored on microchip [n -S] 

FISHBOAT ABFHIOST watercraft used for fishing [n -S] 

FISHBOWL BFHILOSW bowl in which live fish are kept [n -S] 

FISHPOND DFHIPOPS pond abounding in edible fish [n -S] 

FIXITIES EFIIISTX FIXITY, stability (quality of being stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [n] 

FLAGPOLE AEFGLLOP pole on which flag is displayed [n -S] 

FLATBOAT AABFLOTT flat-bottomed boat [n -S] 

FLATPACK AACFKLPT package for integrated circuit [n -S] 

FLESHPOT EFHLOPST pot for cooking meat [n -S] 

FLOODING DFGILNOO filling with fluid to excess [n -S]  

FOLDBOAT ABDFLOOT faltboat (collapsible boat resembling kayak) [n -S] 

FOOTHOLD DFHLOOOT secure support for feet [n -S] 

FOOTPATH AFHOOPTT path for pedestrians [n -S] 

FOOTREST EFOORSTT support for feet [n -S] 

FOOTROPE EFOOOPRT rope used in sailing [n -S] 

FOOTWELL EFLLOOTW space for feet in motor vehicle [n -S] 

FORELOCK CEFKLOOR to fasten with linchpin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOREPEAK AEEFKOPR forward part of ship's hold [n -S] 

FORESTAY AEFORSTY wire or rope used to support foremast [n -S] 

FORKEDLY DEFKLORY FORK, to work with fork (pronged implement) [adv] 

FORKIEST EFIKORST FORKY, resembling fork [adj] 

FORKLIFT FFIKLORT to raise or transport by means of forklift (machine with projecting prongs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORKLIKE EFIKKLOR resembling fork [adj] 
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FORKSFUL FFKLORSU FORKFUL, as much as fork will hold [n] 

FORMWORK FKMOORRW set of forms to hold concrete until it sets [n -S] 

FRAPPING AFGINPPR FRAP, to bind firmly [v] 

FREENESS EEEFNRSS freedom (state of being free (not subject to restriction or control)) [n -ES] 

FREERIDE DEEEFIRR type of snowboard [n -S] 

FROGGING FGGGINOR type of ornamental coat fastener [n -S]  

FULLNESS EFLLNSSU state of being full (filled completely) [n -ES] 

FUMATORY AFMORTUY fumigation chamber [n -RIES] 

FUMBLING BFGILMNU FUMBLE, to handle clumsily [v] 

FUSELAGE AEEFGLSU body of airplane [n -S] 
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GAGEABLE AABEEGGL GAGE, to pledge as security [adj] 

GALLEASS AAEGLLSS large war galley [n -ES] 

GALLETED ADEEGLLT GALLET, to fill in mortar joints with stone chips [v] 

GALLIASS AAGILLSS galleass (large war galley) [n -ES] 

GALLIPOT AGILLOPT small earthen jar [n -S] 

GALLUSED ADEGLLSU GALLUS, suspender for trousers [adj] 

GALLUSES AEGLLSSU GALLUS, suspender for trousers [n] 

GANTLINE AEGILNNT rope on ship [n -S] 

GANTRIES AEGINRST GANTRY, structure for supporting railroad signals [n] 

GARNERED ADEEGNRR GARNER, to gather and store [v] 

GARTERED ADEEGRRT GARTER, to fasten with elastic band [v] 

GASKETED ADEEGKST GASKET, packing for making something fluid-tight [adj] 

GASSIEST AEGISSST GASSY, containing gas [adj] 

GASTIGHT AGGHISTT not allowing gas to escape or enter [adj] 

GATELESS AEEGLSST lacking gate (movable barrier) [adj] 

GATELIKE AEEGIKLT resembling gate (movable barrier) [adj] 

GATEPOST AEGOPSTT post from which gate (movable barrier) is hung [n -S] 

GEARCASE AACEEGRS casing for gears (toothed machine parts) [n -S] 

GEOPROBE BEEGOOPR spacecraft for exploring space near earth [n -S] 

GERMANIC ACEGIMNR containing germanium (metallic element) [adj] 

GHARRIES AEGHIRRS GHARRY, carriage used in India [n] 

GHETTOED DEEGHOTT GHETTO, to isolate in slum [v] 

GHETTOES EEGHOSTT GHETTO, to isolate in slum [v] 

GILLYING GGIILLNY GILLY, to transport on type of wagon [v] 

GIMBALED ABDEGILM GIMBAL, to support on set of rings [v] 

GLASSFUL AFGLLSSU as much as drinking glass will hold [n -S] 

GLASSING AGGILNSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLOVEBOX BEGLOOVX small compartment in dashboard of vehicle [n -ES] 

GLUELIKE EEGIKLLU resembling glue (adhesive substance) [adj] 

GLUINESS EGILNSSU state of being gluey (resembling glue (adhesive substance)) [n -ES] 

GLUTTING GGILNTTU GLUT, to feed or fill to excess [v] 

GOMBROON BGMNOOOR kind of Persian pottery [n -S] 

GOURDFUL DFGLORUU as much as hollowed gourd can hold [n -S] 

GRABBIER ABBEGIRR GRABBY, tending to grab (to grasp suddenly) 
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GRABBING ABBGGINR GRAB, to grasp suddenly [v] 

GRASPING AGGINPRS GRASP, to seize firmly with hand [v] 

GRAVELLY AEGLLRVY containing gravel [adj -LLIER, -LLIEST] 

GREASIER AEEGIRRS GREASY, containing or resembling grease [adj] 

GREASILY AEGILRSY GREASY, containing or resembling grease [adv] 

GRIPPING GGIINPPR to grasp (to seize firmly with hand) [v] 

GRIPSACK ACGIKPRS valise (small piece of hand luggage) [n -S] 

GROUTING GGINORTU GROUT, to fill with thin mortar [v] 

GUERIDON DEGINORU small stand or table [n -S] 

GUIDEWAY ADEGIUWY track for controlling line of motion of something [n -S] 

GUNNYBAG ABGGNNUY bag made of gunny [n -S] 

GYPSEOUS EGOPSSUY containing gypsum (mineral) [adj] 
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HAIRGRIP AGHIIPRR bobby pin [n -S] 

HALLIARD AADHILLR halyard (line used to hoist sail) [n -S] 

HALTERED ADEEHLRT HALTER, to put restraint upon [v] 

HANDAXES AADEHNSX HANDAX, small-handled ax [n] 

HANDCART AACDHNRT cart pushed by hand [n -S] 

HANDCUFF ACDFFHNU to fetter with restraining cuffs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDFAST AADFHNST to grip securely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDGRIP ADGHINPR grip by hand or hands [n -S] 

HANDHELD ADDEHHLN something held in hand [n -S] 

HANDHOLD ADDHHLNO handgrip [n -S] 

HANDLING ADGHILNN HANDLE, to touch with hands [v] 

HANDOVER ADEHNORV instance of giving up control [n -S] 

HANDRAIL AADHILNR railing used for support [n -S] 

HANDSFUL ADFHLNSU HANDFUL, as much as hand can hold [n] 

HANGABLE AABEGHLN HANG, to attach from above only [adj] 

HANGARED AADEGHNR HANGAR, to place in aircraft shelter [v] 

HAREWOOD ADEHOORW sycamore wood used for furniture [n -S] 

HATBOXES ABEHOSTX HATBOX, box for hat [n] 

HATCHECK ACCEHHKT room for temporary keeping of hats [n -S] 

HAULYARD AADHLRUY halyard (line used to hoist sail) [n -S] 

HEADLOCK ACDEHKLO wrestling hold [n -S] 

HEADREST ADEEHRST support for head [n -S] 

HEADSTAY AADEHSTY support for ship's foremast [n -S] 

HELICOPT CEHILOPT to travel by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HELILIFT EFHIILLT to transport by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HELIPORT EHILOPRT airport for helicopters [n -S] 

HELISTOP EHILOPST heliport (airport for helicopters) [n -S] 

HEMATOMA AAEHMMOT swelling filled with blood [n -S, -TA] 

HENEQUEN EEEHNNQU fiber used to make ropes [n -S] 

HENEQUIN EEHINNQU henequen (fiber used to make ropes) [n -S] 

HENIQUEN EEHINNQU henequen (fiber used to make ropes) [n -S] 

HERMETIC CEEHIMRT airtight [adj] 
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HIGHROAD ADGHHIOR highway (main road) [n -S] 

HILTLESS EHILLSST having no hilt (handle for weapon) [adj] 

HITCHING CGHHIINT HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v] 

HOARDING ADGHINOR something hoarded [n -S] / HOARD, to gather and store away [v] 

HOGSHEAD ADEGHHOS large cask [n -S] 

HOGTYING GGHINOTY HOGTIE, to tie together legs of [v] 

HOLDABLE ABDEHLLO HOLD, to maintain possession of [adj] 

HOLDBACK ABCDHKLO restraining device [n -S] 

HOLDDOWN DDHLNOOW clamp for holding object in place [n -S] 

HOLDFAST ADFHLOST fastening device [n -S] 

HONEYFUL EFHLNOUY containing much honey [adj] 

HOOKIEST EHIKOOST HOOKY, full of hooks [adj] 

HOOKLESS EHKLOOSS lacking hook [adj] 

HOOKLIKE EHIKKLOO resembling hook [adj] 

HORSEBOX BEHOORSX closed vehicle for transporting horses [n -ES] 

HORSECAR ACEHORRS streetcar drawn by horse [n -S] 

HOUSEFUL EFHLOSUU as much as house will hold [n -S] 

HUGGABLE ABEGGHLU cuddlesome [adj] 

HUGGIEST EGGHISTU HUGGY, involving or given to hugging [adj] 

HUTCHING CGHHINTU HUTCH, to store away [v] 

HYPOGEUM EGHMOPUY underground chamber [n -EA] 
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ICEBOUND BCDEINOU surrounded by ice [adj] 

ICEBOXES BCEEIOSX ICEBOX, cabinet for cooling food [n] 

ICEHOUSE CEEHIOSU building for storing ice [n -S] 

IMMESHED DEEHIMMS IMMESH, to enmesh (to ensnare or entangle in net) [v] 

IMMESHES EEHIMMSS IMMESH, to enmesh (to ensnare or entangle in net) [v] 

IMMURING GIIMMNRU IMMURE, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

IMPARKED ADEIKMPR IMPARK, to confine in park [v] 

IMPAWNED ADEIMNPW IMPAWN, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

IMPEDING DEGIIMNP IMPEDE, to obstruct progress of [v] 

IMPLEDGE DEEGILMP to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

IMPRISON IIMNOPRS to confine (to shut within enclosure) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INCAGING ACGGIINN INCAGE, to encage (to confine in cage) [v] 

INCASING ACGIINNS INCASE, to encase (to enclose in case) [v] 

INCLOSER CEILNORS one that incloses (to enclose (to close in on all sides)) [n -S] 

INCUMBER BCEIMNRU to encumber (to hinder in action or movement) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INDUSIAL ADIILNSU INDUSIUM, enclosing membrane [adj] 

INDUSIUM DIIMNSUU enclosing membrane [n -IA] 

INFILLED DEFIILLN INFILL, to fill in (hole) [v] 

INFIXING FGIIINNX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

INFIXION FIIINNOX act of infixing (to implant (to set securely)) [n -S] 

INFLATER AEFILNRT one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [n -S] 

INFLATOR AFILNORT inflater (one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air)) [n -S] 

INHAULER AEHILNRU inhaul (line for bringing in sail) [n -S] 
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INKSTAND ADIKNNST inkwell (small container for ink) [n -S] 

INLACING ACGIILNN INLACE, to enlace (to bind with laces) [v] 

INMESHED DEEHIMNS INMESH, to enmesh (to ensnare or entangle in net) [v] 

INMESHES EEHIMNSS INMESH, to enmesh (to ensnare or entangle in net) [v] 

INSECURE CEEINRSU unsafe (not safe (free from danger)) [adj -R, -ST] 

INSHEATH AEHHINST to ensheath (to ensheathe (to enclose in sheath)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSHRINE EHIINNRS to enshrine (to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics)) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

INSNARER AEINNRRS ensnarer (one that ensnares (to trap)) [n -S] 

INTERNED DEEINNRT INTERN, to confine during war [v] 

INTERNEE EEEINNRT one who has been interned [n -S] 

INURNING GIINNNRU INURN, to put in urn [v] 

INVOLVER EILNORVV one that involves (to contain or include as part) [n -S] 
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JACKSTAY AACJKSTY rope of ship [n -S] 

JAILABLE AABEIJLL JAIL, to put in jail (place of confinement) [adj] 

JALOPIES AEIJLOPS JALOPY, decrepit car [n] 

JEROBOAM ABEJMOOR wine bottle [n -S] 

JERRICAN ACEIJNRR jerrycan (fuel container) [n -S] 

JERRYCAN ACEJNRRY fuel container [n -S] 

JETLINER EEIJLNRT type of aircraft (any machine or device capable of flying) [n -S] 

JETWAYS AEJSTWY JETWAY, telescoping corridor that extends from airport terminal to aircraft–trademark [n] 

JOHNBOAT ABHJNOOT narrow square-ended boat [n -S] 

JOINABLE ABEIJLNO JOIN, to unite (to bring together so as to form whole) [adj] 

JOINTING GIIJNNOT JOINT, to fit together by means of junction [v] 

JOISTING GIIJNOST JOIST, to support with horizontal beams [v] 

JUNCTION CIJNNOTU place where things join [n -S] 

JUNCTURE CEJNRTUU act of joining (to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)) [n -S] 

JUNKYARD ADJKNRUY place where junk is stored [n -S] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

K 

KAYAKING AAGIKKNY act or skill of managing kayak [n -S] / KAYAK, to travel in kayak [v] 

KEELBOAT ABEEKLOT freight boat [n -S] 

KEEPABLE ABEEEKLP KEEP, to continue to possess [adj] 

KEEPSAKE AEEEKKPS memento (something that serves as reminder of past) [n -S] 

KENNELED DEEEKLNN KENNEL, to keep in shelter for dogs [v] 

KINGBOLT BGIKLNOT kingpin (central bolt connecting axle to vehicle) [n -S] 

KINGPOST GIKNOPST supporting structure of roof [n -S] 

KISKADEE ADEEIKKS large flycatcher [n -S] 

KNAPSACK AACKKNPS bag carried on back [n -S] 

KNOTLESS EKLNOSST having no knots [adj] 

KNOTLIKE EIKKLNOT resembling knot [adj] 

KNOTTIER EIKNORTT KNOTTY, full of knots [adj] 

KNOTTILY IKLNOTTY KNOTTY, full of knots [adv] 

KNOTTING GIKNNOTT KNOT, to tie in knot (closed loop) [v] 
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KRAALING AAGIKLNR KRAAL, to pen in type of enclosure [v] 

KREPLACH ACEHKLPR dumplings filled with ground meat or cheese [n KREPLACH] 

KREPLECH CEEHKLPR kreplach (dumplings filled with ground meat or cheese) [n KREPLECH] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

L 

LADLEFUL ADEFLLLU as much as ladle will hold [n -S] 

LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL area of land built by filling lake [n -S] 

LAMPPOST ALMOPPST post supporting streetlight [n -S] 

LANDFILL ADFILLLN to build up area by burying refuse [v -ED, ING, -S] 

LAPBOARD AABDLOPR flat board used as table or desk [n -S] 

LARIATED AADEILRT LARIAT, to lasso (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [v] 

LASSOING AGILNOSS LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v] 

LATCHING ACGHILNT LATCH, to close with type of fastening device [v] 

LATCHKEY ACEHKLTY key for opening latched door [n -S] 

LATEENER AEEELNRT lateen (sailing vessel) [n -S] 

LATIGOES AEGILOST LATIGO, strap used to fasten saddle [n] 

LATITUDE ADEILTTU freedom from narrow restrictions [n -S] 

LEASHING AEGHILNS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v] 

LECYTHUS CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEECHING CEEGHILN LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LEKYTHOS EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

LEKYTHUS EHKLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LIBERATE ABEEILRT to set free [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LIFEBOAT ABEFILOT small rescue boat [n -S] 

LIGATING AGGIILNT LIGATE, to bind (to tie or secure) [v] 

LIGATION AGIILNOT act of ligating (to bind (to tie or secure)) [n -S] 

LIGATIVE AEGIILTV LIGATION, act of ligating (to bind (to tie or secure)) [adj] 

LIGATURE AEGILRTU to ligate (to bind (to tie or secure)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

LIMINESS EIILMNSS state of being limy (resembling or containing lime) [n -ES] 

LIMITARY AIILMRTY limiting [adj] 

LIMITING GIIILMNT LIMIT, to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries) [v] 

LINCHPIN CHIILNNP locking pin inserted in end of shaft [n -S] 

LINSTOCK CIKLNOST stick having one end divided to hold match [n -S] 

LINTELED DEEILLNT LINTEL, horizontal supporting beam [adj] 

LIVETRAP AEILPRTV to capture in type of animal trap [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

LIVEWELL EEILLLVW container of water in boat for keeping fish alive [n -S] 

LOCALISE ACEILLOS to localize (to confine to particular area) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LOCALIZE ACEILLOZ to confine to particular area [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LOCKABLE ABCEKLLO LOCK, to secure by means of mechanical fastening device [adj] 

LOCKDOWN CDKLNOOW confinement of prisoners to their cells [n -S] 

LOCKLESS CEKLLOSS lacking lock (mechanical fastening device) [adj] 

LOFTLESS EFLLOSST having no loft [adj] 

LOFTLIKE EFIKLLOT resembling loft [adj] 

LONGERON EGLNNOOR longitudinal support of airplane [n -S] 

LONGNECK CEGKLNNO beer bottle with long neck [n -S] 

LOOPHOLE EHLLOOOP to make small openings in [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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LOOSENED DEELNOOS LOOSEN, to make looser [v] 

LOOSENER EELNOORS one that loosens (to make looser) [n -S] 

LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S] 

LOWRIDER DEILORRW car having lowered suspension [n -s] 

LUNCHBOX BCHLNOUX container for carrying meals to school or work [n -ES] 

LYMPHOID DHILMOPY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

LYMPHOUS HLMOPSUY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

LYNCHPIN CHILNNPY linchpin (locking pin inserted in end of shaft) [n -S] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

M 

MAINMAST AAIMMNST principal mast of vessel [n -S] 

MAINSTAY AAIMNSTY principal support [n -S] 

MAIOLICA AACIILMO majolica (type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat)) [n -S] 

MAJOLICA AACIJLMO type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

MAKEFAST AAEFKMST object to which boat is tied [n -S] 

MANGANIC AACGIMNN containing manganese (metallic element) [adj] 

MATCHBOX ABCHMOTX small box [n -ES] 

MATRICES ACEIMRST MATRIX, something within which something else originates or develops [n] 

MATRIXES AEIMRSTX MATRIX, something within which something else originates or develops [n] 

MATTRASS AAMRSSTT matrass (long-necked glass vessel) [n -ES] 

MATTRESS AEMRSSTT large pad filled with resilient material used on or as bed [n -ES] 

MAUSOLEA AAELMOSU large, stately tombs [n MAUSOLEA] 

MAXIBOAT AABIMOTX large racing yacht [n -S] 

MEATHOOK AEHKMOOT hook on which to hang meat [n -S] 

MICROBUS BCIMORSU small bus [n -ES, -SSES] 

MICROCAR ACCIMORR very small car [n -S] 

MINIBIKE BEIIIKMN small motorcycle [n -S] 

MINIPILL IIILLMNP birth control pill containing no estrogen [n -S] 

MISERERE EEEIMRRS part of church seat [n -S] 

MISINTER EIIMNRST to inter improperly [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

MOATLIKE AEIKLMOT suggestive of moat [adj] 

MONEYBAG ABEGMNOY bag for holding money [n -S] 

MONOHULL HLLMNOOU vessel with single hull [n -S] 

MONORAIL AILMNOOR single rail serving as track for wheeled vehicle [n -S] 

MONTEITH EHIMNOTT large punch bowl [n -S] 

MORTARED ADEMORRT MORTAR, to secure with mortar (type of cement) [v] 

MORTGAGE AEGGMORT to pledge to creditor as security [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MORTICER CEIMORRT mortiser (one that mortises (to join or fasten securely)) [n -S] 

MORTISER EIMORRST one that mortises (to join or fasten securely) [n -S] 

MOTHBALL ABHLLMOT to put into storage [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MOTORBUS BMOORSTU bus [n -ES, -SSES] 

MOTORCAR ACMOORRT automobile [n -S] 

MOTORWAY AMOORTWY type of highway (main road) [n -S] 

MOUTHFUL FHLMOTUU as much as mouth can hold [n -S] 

MUCILAGE ACEGILMU adhesive substance [n -S] 

MUCOSITY CIMOSTUY state of being mucous (secreting or containing mucus) [n -TIES] 
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MUDDIEST DDEIMSTU MUDDY, covered or filled with mud [adj] 

MULTIWAY AILMTUWY having several paths or routes [adj] 

MURRHINE EHIMNRRU MURRHA, murra (substance used to make fine vases and cups in ancient Rome) [adj] 

MUZZLING GILMNUZZ MUZZLE, to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating [v] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

N 

NAPERIES AEEINPRS NAPERY, table linen [n] 

NESTABLE ABEELNST capable of being fitted closely within another container [adj] 

NETTABLE ABEELNTT capable of being netted [adj] 

NETTIEST EEINSTTT NETTY, resembling net [adj] 

NICKELIC CCEIIKLN pertaining to or containing nickel [adj] 

NIDIFIED DDEFIIIN NIDIFY, to nest (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [v] 

NIDIFIES DEFIIINS NIDIFY, to nest (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [v] 

NONCLING CGILNNNO not clinging (to adhere closely) [adj] 

NONEMPTY EMNNOPTY not empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

NONSTICK CIKNNOST allowing of easy removal of cooked food particles [adj] 

NONWOODY DNNOOOWY not woody (containing or resembling wood) [adj] 

NOOKLIKE EIKKLNOO NOOK, corner, as in room [adj] 

NOSEBAND ABDENNOS part of horse's bridle [n -S] 

NOTECASE ACEENOST billfold (wallet (flat folding case)) [n -S] 

NUCLEOID CDEILNOU DNA-containing area of certain cells [n -S] 

NUTSHELL EHLLNSTU shell of nut [n -S] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

O  

OBTURATE ABEORTTU to close or stop up [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OCHEROID CDEHIOOR ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

OCHEROUS CEHOORSU containing or resembling ocher [adj] 

OCHREOUS CEHOORSU ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

OFFICIAL ACFFIILO one that holds position of authority [n -S] 

OILTIGHT GHIILOTT being so tight as to prevent passage of oil [adj] 

OMELETTE EEELMOTT omelet (dish of beaten eggs cooked and folded around filling) [n -S] 

ONLOADED ADDELNOO ONLOAD, to load vehicle or container [v] 

OOZINESS EINOOSSZ state of being oozy (containing or resembling soft mud or slime) [n -ES] 

OSCULANT ACLNOSTU adhering closely [adj] 

OUTSCOOP COOOPSTU to surpass in scooping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVENWARE AEENORVW heat-resistant dishes for baking and serving food [n -S] 

OVERFILL EFILLORV to fill to overflowing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFLOW EFLOORVW to flow over top of [v -LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERFULL EFLLORUV too full [adj] 

OVERGIRD DEGIORRV to gird to excess [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERLADE ADEELORV to load with too great burden [v -D, -N, -DING, -S] 

OVERLAND ADELNORV train or stagecoach that travels over land [n -S] 

OVERLOAD ADELOORV to load to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERPACK ACEKOPRV to pack to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

P 

PACKABLE AABCEKLP PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage [adj] 

PACKAGER AACEGKPR one that packages (to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)) [n -S] 

PACKETED ACDEEKPT PACKET, to make into small package [v] 

PACKSACK AACCKKPS carrying bag to be worn on back [n -S] 

PAINTBOX ABINOPTX box holding dry paints [n -ES] 

PALISADE AADEILPS to fortify with heavy fence [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PALLADIA AAADILLP safeguards [n PALLADIA] 

PALLETED ADEELLPT PALLET, to place on platforms for storage or moving [v] 

PANNIKIN AIIKNNNP small saucepan (deep cooking pan with handle) [n -S] 

PANTRIES AEINPRST PANTRY, closet or room for storing kitchen utensils [n] 

PARADROP AADOPPRR to deliver by parachute [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PARAKITE AAEIKPRT parachute kite for towing person through air by motorboat [n -S] 

PARASAIL AAAILPRS to soar while harnessed to parachute towed by car or boat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARAWING AAGINPRW winglike parachute [n -S] 

PATCHING ACGHINPT PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

PATTAMAR AAAMPRTT patamar (sailing vessel) [n -S] 

PAVEMENT AEEMNPTV paved surface [n -S] 

PAWNABLE AABELNPW PAWN, to give as security for something borrowed [adj] 

PEATIEST AEEIPSTT PEATY, resembling or containing peat [adj] 

PEDESTAL ADEELPST to provide with architectural support or base [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PEGBOARD ABDEGOPR board with holes for pegs [n -S] 

PERFUMER EEFMPRRU one that perfumes (to fill with fragrant odor) [n -S] 

PEROGIES EEGIOPRS PEROGI, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n] PEROGY [n] 

PIGSTIES EGIIPSST PIGSTY, pigpen (place where pigs are kept) [n] 

PILLARED ADEILLPR PILLAR, to provide with vertical building supports [v] 

PILLOWED DEILLOPW PILLOW, to rest on pillow (cushion for head) [v] 

PINCHBUG BCGHINPU large beetle [n -S] 

PINCHING CGHIINNP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

PINIONED DEIINNOP PINION, to remove or bind wing feathers of to prevent flight [v] 

PISCINAL ACIILNPS PISCINA, basin used in certain church ceremonies [adj] 

PLACEMAT AACELMPT table mat (piece of material for protecting surface) on which place setting is laid [n -S] 

PLATEFUL AEFLLPTU quantity that fills plate (shallow dish) [n -S] 

PLEDGING DEGGILNP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLIGHTED DEGHILPT PLIGHT, to promise or bind by solemn pledge [v] 

PLIGHTER EGHILPRT one that plights (to promise or bind by solemn pledge) [n -S] 

PLIOFILM FIILLMOP transparent sheet of chlorinated rubber used in packaging [n -S] 

PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

PLUGHOLE EGHLLOPU drain that can be stopped with plug [n -S] 

PLUGLESS EGLLPSSU having no plug [adj] 

PLUMBOUS BLMOPSUU containing lead [adj] 

POCKETED CDEEKOPT POCKET, to place in pouch sewed into garment [v] 

POCKETER CEEKOPRT one that pockets (to place in pouch sewed into garment) [n -S] 

POINTING GIINNOPT cement or mortar filling joints of brickwork [n -S]  

POLYPARY ALOPPRYY common supporting structure of polyp colony [n -RIES] 

PORTABLE ABELOPRT something that can be carried [n -S] 
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PORTABLY ABLOPRTY so as to be capable of being carried [adv] 

PORTERED DEEOPRRT PORTER, to carry luggage for pay [v] 

POSTERED DEEOPRST POSTER, to affix public notices on [v] 

POSTHOLE EHLOOPST hole for fence post [n -S] 

POTBOUND BDNOOPTU having grown too large for its container [adj] 

POTHOLED DEHLOOPT POTHOLE, deep hole in road [adj] / pothole (spelunking) [v] 

POTSHARD ADHOPRST potsherd (fragment of broken pottery) [n -S] 

POTSHERD DEHOPRST fragment of broken pottery [n -S] 

POUCHIER CEHIOPRU POUCHY, resembling pouch [adj] 

POUCHING CGHINOPU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

POUNDAGE ADEGNOPU act of impounding (to seize and retain in legal custody) [n -S] 

PREPASTE AEEPPRST to paste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PRESERVE EEEPRRSV to keep free from harm or danger [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PRESTORE EEOPRRST to store beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRIEDIEU DEEIIPRU piece of furniture for kneeling on during prayer [n -S, -X] 

PRISONED DEINOPRS PRISON, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

PROLONGE EGLNOOPR rope used for pulling gun carriage [n -S] 

PROPOLIS ILOOPPRS resinous substance used as cement by bees [n -ES] 

PROPPING GINOPPPR PROP, to keep from falling [v] 

PULLBACK ABCKLLPU restraint or drawback [n -S] 

PUNCHEON CEHNNOPU vertical supporting timber [n -S] 

PUSHCART ACHPRSTU light cart pushed by hand [n -S] 

PUSHDOWN DHNOPSUW store of computer data [n -S] 

PUSTULAR ALPRSTUU PUSTULE, small elevation of skin containing pus [adj] 

PUTTYING GINPTTUY PUTTY, to fill with type of cement [v] 

PYROGIES EGIOPRSY PYROGY, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n] 

PYROHIES EHIOPRSY PYROHY, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

Q 

QUADRIGA AADGIQRU chariot drawn by four horses [n -E] 

QUAICHES ACEHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 

QUOINING GIINNOQU QUOIN, to secure with type of wedge [v] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

R 

RABBETED ABBDEERT RABBET, to cut groove in [v] 

RACHETED ACDEEHRT RACHET, ratchet (to increase or decrease by small amounts) [v] 

RAFTERED ADEEFRRT furnished with rafters [adj] 

RAILROAD AADILORR to transport by railroad (type of road on which locomotives are run) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RAKEHELL AEEHKLLR man lacking in moral restraint [n -S] 

RAMPANCY AACMNPRY state of being rampant (unrestrained (not restrained (restrain))) [n -CIES] 

RAPPELED ADEELPPR RAPPEL, to descend from steep height by means of rope [v] 

REBOTTLE BEELORTT BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RECAMIER ACEEIMRR backless couch [n -S] 

REFASTEN AEEFNRST to fasten again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFILLED DEEFILLR REFILL, to fill again [v] 
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REGLUING EGGILNRU REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

REHOBOAM ABEHMOOR wine bottle [n -S] 

REINLESS EEILNRSS unrestrained (not restrained (to hold back from action)) [adj] 

REINSMAN AEIMNNRS skilled rider of horses [n -MEN] 

RELEASEE AEEEELRS one that is released [n -S] 

RELEASER AEEELRRS one that releases (to set free) [n -S] 

RELEASOR AEELORRS releaser (one that releases (to set free)) [n -S] 

RELOADED ADDEELOR RELOAD, LOAD, to place in or on means of conveyance [v] 

RELOADER ADEELORR one that reloads (to place in or on means of conveyance) [n -S] 

RELOCKED CDEEKLOR RELOCK, to lock again [v] 

RENAILED ADEEILNR RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

RENESTED DEEENRST RENEST, NEST, to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs) [v] 

RENITENT EEINNRTT resisting physical pressure [adj] 

REPACKED ACDEEKPR REPACK, PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage [v] 

REPINNED DEEINNPR REPIN, to pin again [v] 

REPOTTED DEEOPRTT REPOT, POT, to put in pot (round, fairly deep container) [v] 

REPTILIA AEIILPRT buildings for housing reptiles [n REPTILIA] 

RERACKED ACDEEKRR RERACK, to rack again [v] 

RERIGGED DEEGGIRR RERIG, to rig again [v] 

RESADDLE ADDEELRS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESEATED ADEEERST RESEAT, to seat again [v] 

RESECURE CEEERRSU to secure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESERVER EEERRRSV one that reserves (to keep back for future use) [n -S] 

RESOLDER DEELORRS to solder again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPLICE CEEILPRS to splice again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RESTABLE ABEELRST to stable again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESTRAIN AEINRRST to hold back from action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETACKED ACDEEKRT RETACK, to tack again [v] 

RETAINED ADEEINRT RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETAINER AEEINRRT one that retains (to keep possession of) [n -S] 

RETHREAD ADEEHRRT to thread again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETICULE CEEILRTU woman's handbag [n -S] 

RETIEING EEGIINRT RETIE, to tie again [v] 

RICKSHAW ACHIKRSW small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle [n -S] 

RIDGEWAY ADEGIRWY road or track along ridge [n -S] 

RIVETING EGIINRTV RIVET, to fasten with type of metal bolt [v] 

RIVETTED DEEIRTTV RIVET, to fasten with type of metal bolt [v] 

ROADSTER ADEORRST light, open automobile [n -S] 

ROCKAWAY AACKORWY light carriage [n -S] 

ROCKETED CDEEKORT ROCKET, to convey by means of rocket [v] 

ROILIEST EIILORST ROILY, muddy (covered or filled with mud) [adj] 

ROLLAWAY AALLORWY piece of furniture that can be rolled away when not in use [n -S] 

ROOMSFUL FLMOORSU ROOMFUL, as much as room can hold [n] 

ROOSTING GINOORST ROOST, to settle down for rest or sleep [v] 

ROOTHOLD DHLOOORT embedding of plant to soil through growing of roots [n -S] 

ROPERIES EEIOPRRS ROPERY, place where ropes are made [n] 

ROPEWALK AEKLOPRW long path where ropes are made [n -S] 
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ROSEBOWL BELOORSW bowl for displaying cut roses [n -S] 

ROUTEWAY AEORTUWY established course of travel [n -S] 

RUCKSACK ACCKKRSU knapsack (bag carried on back) [n -S] 

RUGALACH AACGHLRU rugelach (cookie of cream-cheese dough spread with filling and rolled up) [n RUGALACH] 

RUGELACH ACEGHLRU cookie of cream-cheese dough spread with filling and rolled up [n -S] 

RULELESS EELLRSSU not restrained or regulated by law [adj] 

RUNABOUT ABNORTUU small, open auto [n -S] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

S 

SABULOSE ABELOSSU sabulous (sandy (containing or covered with sand)) [adj] 

SABULOUS ABLOSSUU sandy (containing or covered with sand) [adj] 

SACCULAR AACCLRSU resembling sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant) [adj] 

SACCULUS ACCLSSUU saccule (small sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant)) [n -LI] 

SACHETED ACDEEHST SACHET, small bag containing perfumed powder [adj] 

SACKABLE AABCEKLS SACK, to put into sack (large bag) [adj] 

SACKLIKE ACEIKKLS resembling sack [adj] 

SACKSFUL ACFKLSSU SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n] 

SADDLERY ADDELRSY shop of saddler [n -S] 

SADDLING ADDGILNS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v] 

SAILBOAT AABILOST boat that sails [n -S] 

SALTIEST AEILSSTT SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] 

SALTNESS AELNSSST state of being salty (tasting of or containing salt) [n -ES] 

SANDIEST ADEINSST SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SANDWICH ACDHINSW to place between two layers or objects [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SANGRAIL AAGILNRS legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper [n -S] 

SANGREAL AAEGLNRS sangrail (legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper) [n -S] 

SATURATE AAERSTTU to fill completely with something that permeates [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SAUCEPAN AACENPSU deep cooking pan with handle [n -S] 

SAUCEPOT ACEOPSTU deep cooking pot with two handles [n -S] 

SAWHORSE AEHORSSW rack used to support piece of wood being sawed [n -S] 

SCALEPAN AACELNPS pan on weighing scale [n -S] 

SCARFPIN ACFINPRS tiepin (pin for securing necktie) [n -S] 

SCENTING CEGINNST SCENT, to fill with odor [v] 

SCHOONER CEHNOORS sailing vessel [n -S] 

SCOOPFUL CFLOOPSU as much as scoop will hold [n -S] 

SCOOPING CGINOOPS SCOOP, to take up with scoop (spoon-shaped utensil) [v] 

SCREWING CEGINRSW SCREW, to attach with screw (type of metal fastener) [v] 

SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES] 

SCULLERY CELLRSUY room in which kitchen utensils are cleaned and stored [n -RIES] 

SEABORNE ABEENORS carried on or over sea [adj] 

SEALABLE AABEELLS SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage [adj] 

SEAPLANE AAEELNPS airplane designed to take off from or land on water [n -S] 

SEATBACK AABCEKST back of seat [n -S] 

SEATBELT ABEELSTT arrangement of straps to keep person steady in seat [n -S] 

SEATLESS AEELSSST having no seat [adj] 

SEATMATE AAEEMSTT one with whom one shares seat [n -S] 
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SEATRAIN AAEINRST ship equipped to carry railroad cars [n -S] 

SEATWORK AEKORSTW work done at one's seat [n -S] 

SECURELY CEELRSUY SECURE, free from danger [adv] 

SECUREST CEERSSTU SECURE, free from danger [adj] 

SECURING CEGINRSU SECURE, to make firm or tight [v] 

SECURITY CEIRSTUY state of being secure (free from danger) [n -TIES] 

SEDILIUM DEIILMSU sedile (one of seats in church for use of officiating clergy) [n -IA] 

SEEDCAKE ACDEEEKS sweet cake containing aromatic seeds [n -S] 

SEEDCASE ACDEEESS pericarp (wall of ripened plant ovary or fruit) [n -S] 

SEEDIEST DEEEISST SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SHACKLER ACEHKLRS one that shackles (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [n -S] 

SHEATHER AEEHHRST one that sheathes (to put into protective case) [n -S] 

SHEDDING DDEGHINS SHED, to house in shed (small, low structure) [v] 

SHEDLIKE DEEHIKLS resembling shed [adj] 

SHEEPCOT CEEHOPST enclosure for sheep [n -S] 

SHELFFUL EFFHLLSU as much as shelf can hold [n -S] 

SHELVIER EEHILRSV SHELVY, inclining gradually [adj] 

SHELVING EGHILNSV material for shelves [n -S] / SHELVE, to place on shelf [v] 

SHIMMING GHIIMMNS SHIM, to fill out or level by inserting thin wedge [v] 

SHIPLESS EHILPSSS lacking ship [adj] 

SHIPLOAD ADHILOPS as much as ship can carry [n -S] 

SHIPMENT EHIMNPST something that is shipped [n -S] 

SHIPPING GHIINPPS business of one that ships [n -S] / SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water) [v] 

SHIPSIDE DEHIIPSS area alongside ship [n -S] 

SHIPTIME EHIIMPST annual arrival of supply ship [n -S] 

SHIPYARD ADHIPRSY place where ships are built or repaired [n -S] 

SHOELACE ACEEHLOS lace for fastening shoe [n -S] 

SHOETREE EEEHORST device shaped like foot that is inserted into shoe to preserve its shape [n -S] 

SHOTHOLE EHHLOOST hole drilled in rock to hold explosives [n -S] 

SHOWRING GHINORSW ring where animals are displayed [n -S] 

SHRINING GHIINNRS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

SICKERLY CEIKLRSY securely (free from danger) [adv] 

SICKROOM CIKMOORS room occupied by sick person [n -S] 

SIDEROAD ADDEIORS rural road [n -S] 

SIDEWALK ADEIKLSW paved walk for pedestrians [n -S] 

SIGNPOST GINOPSST to provide with signposts (posts bearing signs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SKELETAL AEEKLLST SKELETON, supporting or protective framework of human or animal body [adj] 

SKELETON EEKLNOST supporting or protective framework of human or animal body [n -S]  

SKIDOOER DEIKOORS one that rides on snowmobile [n -S] 

SKIJORER EIJKORRS skier who is drawn over snow by dogs, horse, or vehicle [n -S] 

SKIPLANE AEIKLNPS airplane designed to take off from or land on snow [n -S] 

SKYBOARD ABDKORSY board with foot bindings that is used for skysurfing [n -S] 

SKYBOXES BEKOSSXY SKYBOX, enclosure of seats situated high in stadium [n] 

SLEDDING DDEGILNS act of one that sleds [n -S] / SLED, to convey on sled [v] 

SLEDGING DEGGILNS SLEDGE, to convey on type of sled [v] 

SLEIGHED DEEGHILS SLEIGH, to ride in sled [v] 

SLIPCASE ACEILPSS protective box for book [n -S] 
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SLIPKNOT IKLNOPST type of knot [n -S] 

SLIPWARE AEILPRSW type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

SMOKEBOX BEKMOOSX chamber for producing and containing smoke [n -ES] 

SMOKEPOT EKMOOPST container for giving off smoke [n -S] 

SMOKIEST EIKMOSST SMOKEY, smoky (filled with smoke) [adj] / SMOKY [adj] 

SNAGGIER AEGGINRS SNAGGY, full of snags [adj] 

SNAGGING AGGGINNS SNAG, to catch on snag (jagged protuberance) [v] 

SNAGLIKE AEGIKLNS resembling snag [adj] 

SNAPLESS AELNPSSS lacking snap (type of fastening device) [adj] 

SNATCHED ACDEHNST SNATCH, to seize suddenly [v] 

SNATCHER ACEHNRST one that snatches (to seize suddenly) [n -S] 

SNATCHES ACEHNSST SNATCH, to seize suddenly [v] 

SNEAKBOX ABEKNOSX small boat masked with brush and weeds that is used for wildfowl hunting [n -ES] 

SNELLING EGILLNNS SNELL, to attach short line to fishhook [v] 

SNIBBING BBGIINNS SNIB, to latch (to close with type of fastening device) [v] 

SNOCOACH ACCHNOOS bus-like vehicle with large tires or tracks for traveling on snow [n -ES] 

SNOODING DGINNOOS SNOOD, to secure with snood (net or fabric cap for hair) [v] 

SNOWSHOE EHNOOSSW to walk on snowshoes [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SNUFFBOX BFFNOSUX box for holding snuff [n -ES] 

SOAPIEST AEIOPSST SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj] 

SOCKETED CDEEKOST SOCKET, to furnish with socket (opening for receiving something) [v] 

SOLANDER ADELNORS protective box for library materials [n -S] 

SPACELAB AABCELPS spacecraft equipped with laboratory [n -S] 

SPADEFUL ADEFLPSU as much as spade can hold [n -S] 

SPARABLE AABELPRS type of nail [n -S] 

SPARLIKE AEIKLPRS resembling spar [adj] 

SPARRING AGINPRRS SPAR, to provide with spars (stout poles used to support rigging) [v] 

SPEEDWAY ADEEPSWY road designed for rapid travel [n -S] 

SPICIEST CEIIPSST SPICEY, spicy (containing spices) [adj] / SPICY [adj] 

SPILLING GIILLNPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v] 

SPILLWAY AILLPSWY channel for surplus water in reservoir [n -S] 

SPITTOON INOOPSTT receptacle for saliva [n -S] 

SPLINTED DEILNPST SPLINT, to brace with splint (thin piece of wood) [v] 

SPOONFUL FLNOOPSU as much as spoon can hold [n -S] 

SPRIGGED DEGGIPRS SPRIG, to fasten with small, thin nails [v] 

SPRIGGED DEGGIPRS SPRIG, to fasten with small, thin nails [v] 

SPRIGGER EGGIPRRS one that sprigs (to fasten with small, thin nails) [n -S] 

SPROCKET CEKOPRST toothlike projection that engages with links of chain [n -S] 

SQUIRREL EILQRRSU to store up for future use [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

STAGEFUL AEFGLSTU as much or as many as stage can hold [n -S] 

STANDISH ADHINSST receptacle for pens and ink [n -ES] 

STANHOPE AEHNOPST light, open carriage [n -S] 

STAPLING AGILNPST STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

STARSHIP AHIPRSST spaceship for interstellar travel [n -S] 

STASHING AGHINSST STASH, to store in secret place [v] 

STEEVING EEGINSTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STEMWARE AEEMRSTW type of glassware [n -S] 
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STERNSON ENNORSST reinforcing post of ship [n -S] 

STICKIER CEIIKRST STICKY, tending to adhere [adj] 

STICKILY CIIKLSTY in sticky (tending to adhere) manner [adv] 

STICKPIN CIIKNPST decorative tiepin [n -S] 

STICTION CIINOSTT force required to begin to move body that is in contact with another body [n -S] 

STINKPOT IKNOPSTT  jar containing foul-smelling combustibles formerly used in warfare [n -S] 

STIPITES EIIPSSTT STIPES, STIPE, slender supporting part of plant [n] 

STOCKCAR ACCKORST boxcar for carrying livestock [n -S] 

STOCKPOT CKOOPSTT pot in which broth is prepared [n -S] 

STOLPORT LOOPRSTT airport for aircraft needing comparatively short runways [n -S] 

STOPOVER EOOPRSTV brief stop in course of journey [n -S] 

STORABLE ABELORST something that can be stored [n -S] 

STOWABLE ABELOSTW STOW, to pack (to put into receptacle for transportation or storage) [adj] 

STOWAWAY AAOSTWWY one who hides aboard conveyance to obtain free passage [n -S] 

STRAPPED ADEPPRST STRAP, to fasten with strap (narrow strip of flexible material) [v] 

STRAPPER AEPPRRST one that straps (to fasten with strap (narrow strip of flexible material)) [n -S] 

STREETED DEEERSTT STREET, public thoroughfare [adj] 

STRINGED DEGINRST STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords) [v] 

STRINGER EGINRRST one that strings (to provide with strings (slender cords)) [n -S] 

STUBBIES BBEISSTU STUBBY, short squat bottle of beer [n] 

STUFFING FFGINSTU material with which something is stuffed [n -S]  

SUBDUING BDGINSUU SUBDUE, to bring under control [v] 

SUBFLOOR BFLOORSU rough floor laid as base for finished floor [n -S] 

SUBFRAME ABEFMRSU frame for attachment of finish frame [n -S] 

SUBGRADE ABDEGRSU surface on which pavement is placed [n -S] 

SUBOXIDE BDEIOSUX oxide containing relatively little oxygen [n -S] 

SUBSTAGE ABEGSSTU part of microscope for supporting accessories [n -S] 

SUBWAYED ABDESUWY SUBWAY, to travel by underground railroad [v] 

SUFFLATE AEFFLSTU to inflate (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SUGARIER AEGIRRSU SUGARY, containing or resembling sugar [adj] 

SUITCASE ACEISSTU flat, rectangular piece of luggage [n -S] 

SUPERJET EEJPRSTU type of jet airplane [n -S] 

SWEATBOX ABEOSTWX small enclosure in which one is made to sweat [n -ES] 

SWIVELED DEEILSVW SWIVEL, to turn on pivoted support [v] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

T 

TABLEFUL ABEFLLTU as much as table can hold [n -S] 

TABLETOP ABELOPTT top of table [n -S] 

TACKIEST ACEIKSTT TACKY, adhesive [adj] / TACKEY [adj] 

TACKLESS ACEKLSST having no tacks [adj] 

TAILHOOK AHIKLOOT hook lowered from tail of aircraft to engage braking cable [n -S] 

TAILSKID ADIIKLST support on which tail of airplane rests [n -S] 

TANKLESS AEKLNSST having no tank [adj] 

TANKLIKE AEIKKLNT resembling tank [adj] 

TANKSHIP AHIKNPST tanker (ship designed to transport liquids) [n -S] 

TANTALUS AALNSTTU case for wine bottles [n -ES] 
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TAPADERA AAADEPRT part of saddle [n -S] 

TAPADERO AADEOPRT tapadera (part of saddle) [n -S] 

TAPEABLE AABEELPT TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band) [adj] 

TAPELESS AEELPSST being without tape [adj] 

TAPELIKE AEEIKLPT resembling tape [adj] 

TARANTAS AAANRSTT Russian carriage [n -ES] 

TEABOARD AABDEORT tray for serving tea [n -S] 

TEABOXES ABEEOSTX TEABOX, box for tea leaves [n] 

TEASPOON AENOOPST small spoon [n -S] 

TEFILLIN EFIILLNT phylacteries (small leather box holding Hebrew texts) worn by Jews [n TEFILLIN] 

TELFERED DEEEFLRT TELFER, to telpher (to transport by system of aerial cable cars) [v] 

TERRARIA AAEIRRRT glass enclosures for plants or small animals [n] 

TETHERED DEEEHRTT TETHER, to fasten to fixed object with rope [v] 

THOLEPIN EHILNOPT pin that serves as oarlock [n -S] 

THRONING GHINNORT THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v] 

THURIBLE BEHILRTU censer (vessel for burning incense) [n -S] 

THURIFER EFHIRRTU one who carries thurible in religious ceremony [n -S] 

TIECLASP ACEILPST clasp for securing necktie [n -S] 

TIGHTEST EGHISTTT TIGHT, firmly or closely fixed in place [adj] 

TIGHTWAD ADGHITTW miser (one who hoards money greedily) [n -S] 

TITTERED DEEIRTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

TITTERER EEIRRTTT one that titters (to utter restrained, nervous laugh) [n -S] 

TOBOGGAN ABGGNOOT to ride on long, narrow sled [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOGGLING GGGILNOT TOGGLE, to fasten with type of pin or short rod [v] 

TOLBOOTH BHLOOOTT prison [n -S] 

TOLEWARE AEELORTW objects made of elaborately decorated sheet metal [n -S] 

TOLLGATE AEGLLOTT to block business deal pending payment of bribe [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TOMBLESS BELMOSST having no tomb [adj] 

TOMBLIKE BEIKLMOT resembling tomb [adj] 

TOOLROOM LMOOOORT room where tools are stored [n -S] 

TOOLSHED DEHLOOST building where tools are stored [n -S] 

TOTEABLE ABEELOTT TOTE, to carry by hand [adj] 

TOWPLANE AELNOPTW airplane that tows gliders [n -S] 

TRACKAGE AACEGKRT track system of railroad [n -S] 

TRACKBED ABCDEKRT roadbed for railroad [n -S] 

TRACKWAY AACKRTWY trodden path [n -S] 

TRAINFUL AFILNRTU as much as railroad train can hold [n -S] 

TRAINWAY AAINRTWY railway (railroad) [n -S] 

TRAMLINE AEILMNRT streetcar line [n -S] 

TRAMROAD AADMORRT railway in mine [n -S] 

TRANSHIP AHINPRST to transfer from one conveyance to another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

TRAPLIKE AEIKLPRT resembling trap [adj] 

TRAPLINE AEILNPRT series of traps [n -S] 

TRAPNEST AENPRSTT to determine productivity of hens with type of nest [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAPPING AGINPPRT TRAP, to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals) [v] 

TRAVOISE AEIORSTV travois (type of sled) [n -S] 

TREENAIL AEEILNRT wooden peg used for fastening timbers [n -S] 
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TRENCHER CEEHNRRT wooden platter for serving food [n -S] 

TRICYCLE CCEILRTY to ride vehicle having three wheels [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRIFORIA AFIIORRT galleries in church [n TRIFORIA] 

TRIMARAN AAIMNRRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

TRIMOTOR IMOORRTT airplane powered by three engines [n -S] 

TRIPLANE AEILNPRT type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

TROLLIED DEILLORT TROLLY, to trolley (to convey by streetcar) [v] 

TROLLIES EILLORST TROLLY, to trolley (to convey by streetcar) [v] 

TRUCKAGE ACEGKRTU transportation of goods by trucks [n -S] 

TRUCKFUL CFKLRTUU as much as truck can hold [n -S] 

TRUCKING CGIKNRTU truckage [n -S] / TRUCK, to transport by truck [v] 

TRUNKFUL FKLNRTUU as much as trunk (storage box) can hold [n -S] 

TRUSSING GINRSSTU TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 

TUBBABLE ABBBELTU suitable for washing in tub [adj] 

TUBEWELL BEELLTUW water well in which long steel tube is bored into underground aquifer [n -S] 

TUMPLINE EILMNPTU strap for supporting load on back [n -S] 

TURBOCAR ABCORRTU auto powered by gas turbine [n -S] 

TURNPIKE EIKNPRTU toll road [n -S] 

TWINIEST EIINSTTW TWINY, resembling twine (strong string) [adj] 

TYPECASE ACEEPSTY tray for holding printing type [n -S] 

TYROPITA AIOPRTTY pastry made with layers of phyllo and filled with cheese-egg mixture [n -S] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

U 

UNANCHOR ACHNNORU to loosen from anchor [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBACKED ABCDEKNU not backed (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [adj] 

UNBALING ABGILNNU UNBALE, to loosen from compressed bundle [v] 

UNBARBED ABBDENRU not barbed (to furnish with barb (sharp projection)) [adj] 

UNBEARED ABDEENRU UNBEAR, to free from pressure of rein [v] 

UNBELTED BDEELNTU UNBELT, to remove belt of [v] 

UNBOLTED BDELNOTU UNBOLT, to open by withdrawing bolt (metal bar) [v] 

UNBONDED BDDENNOU not bonded (to join together) [adj] 

UNBOTTLE BELNOTTU to release from or as if from bottle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBOXING BGINNOUX UNBOX, to remove from box [v] 

UNBRIDLE BDEILNRU to set loose [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBUCKLE BCEKLNUU to loosen buckle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBURDEN BDENNRUU to free from burden [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBURIED BDEINRUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNBURIES BEINRSUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNBUTTON BNNOTTUU to unfasten buttons of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCAGING ACGGINNU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCANNED ACDENNNU CANNED, CAN, to put in can (cylindrical container) [adj] 

UNCARTED ACDENRTU not carted (to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle)) [adj] 

UNCASING ACGINNSU UNCASE, to remove from case [v] 

UNCASKED ACDEKNSU CASK, to store in cask (strong barrel) [adj] 

UNCAUGHT ACGHNTUU not caught (to capture after pursuit) [adj] 

UNCLENCH CCEHLNNU to open from clenched position [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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UNCLINCH CCHILNNU to unclench (to open from clenched position) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCOFFIN CFFINNOU to remove from coffin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCOUPLE CELNOPUU to disconnect [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNCTUOUS CNOSTUUU greasy (containing or resembling grease) [adj] 

UNCUFFED CDEFFNUU UNCUFF, to remove handcuffs from [v] 

UNCURBED BCDENRUU UNCURB, to remove restraints from [v] 

UNDERACT ACDENRTU to act subtly and with restraint [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNDERPIN DEINNPRU to support from below [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

UNFASTEN AEFNNSTU to release from fastenings [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFETTER EEFNRTTU to free from fetters [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFILLED DEFILLNU not filled (to put as much as can be held into) [adj] 

UNFIXING FGIINNUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNHANDED ADDEHNNU UNHAND, to remove hand from [v] 

UNHANGED ADEGHNNU UNHANG, to detach from hanging support [v] 

UNHASPED ADEHNPSU UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNHOOKED DEHKNOOU UNHOOK, to remove from hook [v] 

UNICYCLE CCEILNUY to ride one-wheeled vehicle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNKENNEL EEKLNNNU to release from kennel [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

UNLACING ACGILNNU UNLACE, to unfasten laces of [v] 

UNLASHED ADEHLNSU UNLASH, to untie lashing (type of binding) of [v] 

UNLASHES AEHLNSSU UNLASH, to untie lashing (type of binding) of [v] 

UNLEADED ADDEELNU product containing no lead [n -S] 

UNLETTED DEELNTTU not letted (to hinder (to impede)) [adj] 

UNLINKED DEIKLNNU UNLINK, to unfasten links (connecting devices) of [v] 

UNLOCKED CDEKLNOU UNLOCK, to unfasten lock of [v] 

UNLOOSEN ELNNOOSU to unloose (to set free) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNMESHED DEEHMNSU UNMESH, to disentangle (to undo entanglement) [v] 

UNMESHES EEHMNSSU UNMESH, to disentangle (to undo entanglement) [v] 

UNMOLDED DDELMNOU UNMOLD, to remove from mold [v] 

UNMOORED DEMNOORU UNMOOR, to release from moorings [v] 

UNMUZZLE ELMNUUZZ to remove muzzle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNNAILED ADEILNNU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNPACKED ADECKNPU UNPACK, to remove contents of [v] 

UNPACKER ACEKNPRU one that unpacks (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

UNPEGGED DEEGGNPU UNPEG, to remove pegs from [v] 

UNPENNED DEENNNPU UNPEN, to release from confinement [v] 

UNPINNED DEINNNPU UNPIN, to remove pins from [v] 

UNPOISED DEINOPSU not poised (to hold in state of equilibrium) [adj] 

UNPOTTED DENOPTTU POTTED, POT, to put in pot (round, fairly deep container) [adj] 

UNREELED DEEELNRU UNREEL, to unwind from reel [v] 

UNREELER EEELNRRU one that unreels (to unwind from reel) [n -S] 

UNRIGGED DEGGINRU UNRIG, to divest of rigging [v] 

UNROPING GINNOPRU UNROPE, to detach oneself from rope [v] 

UNSADDLE ADDELNSU to remove saddle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNSEALED ADEELNSU UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

UNSEATED ADEENSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

UNSEIZED DEEINSUZ not seized (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [adj] 
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UNSOLDER DELNORSU to separate (to set or keep apart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSTAYED ADENSTUY not secured with ropes or wires [adj] 

UNSTRING GINNRSTU to remove from string [v -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

UNSWATHE AEHNSTUW to unbind (to free from bindings) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

UNTACKED ACDEKNTU UNTACK, to remove tack from [v] 

UNTANGLE AEGLNNTU to free from tangles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNTETHER EEHNRTTU to free from tether [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTUCKED CDEKNTUU UNTUCK, to release from being tucked up [v] 

UNVEINED DEEINNUV not veined (to fill with veins (tubular blood vessels)) [adj] 

UNWALLED ADELLNUW not walled (to provide with wall (upright structure built to enclose area)) [adj] 

UNWELDED DDEELNUW not welded (to join by applying heat) [adj] 

UNYOKING GIKNNOUY UNYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

V 

VACANTLY AACLNTVY VACANT, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adv] 

VACATING AACGINTV VACATE, to make vacant [v] 

VAGINATE AAEGINTV enclosed in sheath [adj] 

VANITORY AINORTVY combined dressing table and basin [n -RIES] 

VARENYKY AEKNRVYY Ukrainian stuffed dumplings [n VARENYKY] 

VASCULUM ACLMSUUV box used to hold plant specimens [n -S,  -LA] 

VASELIKE AEEIKLSV VASE, rounded, decorative container [adj] 

VASIFORM AFIMORSV having form of vase [adj] 

VAULTIER AEILRTUV VAULTY, resembling vault [adj] 

VESICULA ACEILSUV vesicle (small bladder (saclike receptacle)) [n -E] 

VESSELED DEEELSSV VESSEL, craft for traveling on water [adj] 

VIALLING AGIILLNV VIAL, to put in vial (small container for liquids) [v] 

VICTORIA ACIIORTV light carriage [n -S] 

VINCULAR ACILNRUV VINCULUM, unifying bond [adj] 

VINCULUM CILMNUUV unifying bond [n -LA, -S] 

VISCIDLY CDIILSVY VISCID, thick and adhesive [adv] 

VISELIKE EEIIKLSV resembling vise [adj] 

VITREOUS EIORSTUV jelly that fills eyeball [n -ES] 

VIVARIUM AIIMRUVV place for raising and keeping live animals [n -IA, -S] 

VOLERIES EEILORSV VOLERY, large birdcage [n] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

W 

WAGGONED ADEGGNOW WAGGON, to wagon (to convey by wagon) [v] 

WAGONAGE AAEGGNOW conveyance by wagon [n -S] 

WAGONING AGGINNOW WAGON, to convey by wagon (four-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [v] 

WANNIGAN AAGINNNW wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) [n -S] 

WARDLESS ADELRSSW having no ward (part of lock casing) [adj] 

WARPLANE AAELNPRW airplane armed for combat [n -S] 

WASHBOWL ABHLOSWW bowl used for washing oneself [n -S] 

WASTEWAY AAESTWWY channel for excess water [n -S] 

WATERAGE AAEEGRTW conveyance of goods by water [n -S] 



     No Holds Barred 
Wrestle 8-letter bingos from their alphagrams about OBJECTS THAT HOLD OR THINGS BEING HELD 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

WATERBED ABDEERTW bed whose mattress is plastic bag filled with water [n -S]  

WATERBUS ABERSTUW large motorboat for carrying passengers [n -ES, -SSES] 

WATERIER AEEIRRTW WATERY, containing water [adj] 

WATERILY AEILRTWY in watery (containing water) manner [adv] 

WATERISH AEHIRSTW watery (containing water) [adj] 

WEBWORK BEKORWW weblike pattern or structure [n -S] 

WEBWORM BEMORWW web-spinning caterpillar [n -S] 

WELDABLE ABDEELLW WELD, to join by applying heat [adj] 

WELDLESS DEELLSSW having no welded joints [adj] 

WELDMENT DEELMNTW unit composed of welded pieces [n -S] 

WHARFAGE AAEFGHRW use of wharf [n -S] 

WHARFING AFGHINRW WHARF, to moor to wharf (docking place for vessels) [v] 

WHERRIED DEEHIRRW WHERRY, to transport in light rowboat [v] 

WHERRIES EEHIRRSW WHERRY, to transport in light rowboat [v] 

WHIPCORD CDHIOPRW strong, twisted cord [n -S] 

WIDEBODY BDDEIOWY jet aircraft having wide fuselage [n -DIES] 

WINDSURF DFINRSUW to sail on sailboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WINESKIN EIIKNNSW goatskin bag for holding wine [n -S] 

WOODIEST DEIOOSTW WOODY, containing or resembling wood [adj] 

WOODYARD ADDOORWY yard where wood is chopped or stored [n -S] 

WOOLPACK ACKLOOPW  bag for packing bale of wool [n -S] 

WOOLSACK ACKLOOSW sack of wool [n -S] 

WORKBOAT ABKOORTW boat used for commercial purposes [n -S] 

WRESTLER EELRRSTW one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [n -S] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

X 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

Y 

YACHTING ACGHINTY YACHT, to sail in yacht (vessel used for pleasure cruising or racing) [v] 

YOKELESS EEKLOSSY having no yoke [adj] 

YOKEMATE AEEKMOTY companion in work [n -S] 

 

Objects That Hold or Things Being Held 8s 

Z 

ZEPPELIN EEILNPPZ long, rigid airship [n -S] 

ZIPPERED DEEIPPRZ ZIPPER, to fasten with zipper (fastener consisting of two rows of interlocking teeth) [v] 


	AEROLITE AEEILORT meteorite containing more stone than iron [n -S]
	AEROLITH AEHILORT aerolite (meteorite containing more stone than iron) [n -S]
	AMBERINA AABEIMNR type of glassware [n -S]
	AMPHORAL AAHLMOPR AMPHORA, narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [adj]
	AMPULLAR AALLMPRU AMPULLA, globular bottle used in ancient Rome [adj]
	ANCHORED ACDEHNOR ANCHOR, to secure by means of anchor (device for holding floating vessel in place) [v]
	ANEURISM AEIMNRSU aneurysm (abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel) [n -S]
	ANEURYSM AEMNRSUY abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel [n -S]
	ANTISERA AAEINRST serums that contain antibodies [n ANTISERA]
	AQUAFABA AAAABFQU bean-cooking water [n]
	AQUARIAL AAAILQRU pertaining to aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [adj]
	AQUARIST AAIQRSTU one who keeps aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [n -S]
	AQUARIUM AAIMQRUU water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n -S, -IA]
	ARMCHAIR AACHIMRR chair with armrests [n -S]
	ARMORIES AEIMORRS ARMORY, place where weapons are stored [n]
	ASTRINGE AEGINRST to bind or draw together [v -D, -GING, -S]
	ATLANTES AAELNSTT ATLAS, male figure used as supporting column [n]
	AUTOLYSE AELOSTUY to autolyze (to break down tissue by action of self-contained enzymes) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	AUTOLYZE AELOTUYZ to break down tissue by action of self-contained enzymes [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	B
	BACKFILL ABCFIKLL to refill (to fill again) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BACKREST ABCEKRST back support [n -S]
	BACKSEAT AABCEKST rear seat [n -S]
	BACKSTAY AABCKSTY support for mast [n -S]
	BACKSTOP ABCKOPST to bolster (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BACKWRAP AABCKPRW wraparound garment that fastens in back [n -S]
	BAILSMAN AABILMNS one who provides security for another [n -MEN]
	BAKEWARE AABEEKRW dishes used for baking [n -S]
	BALSAMIC AABCILMS containing balsam [adj]
	BALUSTER ABELRSTU railing support [n -S]
	BANISTER ABEINRST handrail (railing used for support) [n -S]
	BARRIQUE ABEIQRRU wine barrel [n -S]
	BARSTOOL ABLOORST stool in barroom [n -S]
	BASALTES AABELSST unglazed stoneware [n BASALTES]
	BASICITY ABCIISTY state of being alkaline (containing alkali (type of chemical compound)) [n -TIES]
	BASINFUL ABFILNSU as much as basin can hold [n -S]
	BASKETRY ABEKRSTY basket weaving [n -RIES]
	BASSINET ABEINSST basket used as baby's crib [n -S]
	BATTENED ABDEENTT BATTEN, to fasten with strips of wood [v]
	BATTENER ABEENRTT one that battens (to fasten with strips of wood) [n -S]
	BEDBOARD ABBDDEOR board placed between mattress and bedspring [n -S]
	BEDCHAIR ABCDEHIR chair near bed [n -S]
	BEDFRAME ABDEEFMR frame of bed [n -S]
	BEDMAKER ABDEEKMR one that makes beds [n -S]
	BEDPLATE ABDEELPT frame support [n -S]
	BEDSHEET BDEEEHST sheet for bed [n -S]
	BEDSKIRT BDEIKRST drapery attached to bedframe [n -S]
	BEDSTAND ABDDENST table next to bed [n -S]
	BEDSTEAD ABDDEEST support for bed [n -S]
	BELAYING ABEGILNY BELAY, to fasten rope [v]
	BEMUZZLE BEELMUZZ to muzzle [v -D, -LING, -S]
	BENTWOOD BDENOOTW wood bent for use in furniture [n -S]
	BESLAVED ABDEELSV filled with slaves [adj]
	BHEESTIE BEEEHIST bheesty (water carrier) [n -S]
	BIGHTING BGGHIINT BIGHT, to fasten with loop of rope [v]
	BILLYCAN ABCILLNY pot for heating water [n -S]
	BINDABLE ABBDEILN BIND, to tie or secure [adj]
	BINDWEED BDDEEINW twining plant [n -S]
	BIRDBATH ABBDHIRT bath for birds [n -S]
	BIRDCAGE ABCDEGIR cage for birds [n -S]
	BLADDERY ABDDELRY BLADDER, saclike receptacle [adj]
	BLANKEST ABEKLNST BLANK, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj]
	BOATLOAD AABDLOOT amount that boat holds [n -S]
	BOLTHEAD ABDEHLOT matrass (long-necked glass vessel) [n -S]
	BOLTLESS BELLOSST having no bolt (type of metal fastener) [adj]
	BONEYARD ABDENORY junkyard (place where junk is stored) [n -S]
	BOOKCASE ABCEKOOS case which holds books (literary volumes) [n -S]
	BOOKRACK ABCKKOOR support for open book [n -S]
	BOOKREST BEKOORST bookrack (support for open book) [n -S]
	BOOSTING BGINOOST BOOST, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v]
	BOOTLACE ABCELOOT shoelace (lace for fastening shoe) [n -S]
	BOTTLING BGILNOTT bottled beverage [n -S] / BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container) [v]
	BOUGHPOT BGHOOPTU large vase (rounded, decorative container) [n -S]
	BOUNDING BDGINNOU BOUND, BIND, to tie or secure [v]
	BOXINESS BEINOSSX state of being boxy (resembling box) [n -ES]
	BRACKISH ABCHIKRS salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj]
	BRADDING ABDDGINR BRAD, to fasten with thin nails [v]
	BRANNIER ABEINNRR BRANNY, containing bran [adj]
	BREADBOX ABBDEORX container for bread [n -ES]
	BRIDLING BDGIILNR BRIDLE, to control with restraint [v]
	BRIMMING BGIIMMNR BRIM, to fill to top [v]
	BRINIEST BEIINRST BRINY, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj]
	BUBBLING BBBGILNU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v]
	BUMPERED BDEEMPRU BUMPER, to fill to brim [v]
	BUNDLING BDGILNNU BUNDLE, to fasten group of objects together [v]
	BUNGHOLE BEGHLNOU hole in keg or barrel [n -S]
	BURROWED BDEORRUW BURROW, to dig hole or tunnel in ground [v]
	C
	CABESTRO ABCEORST lasso [n -S]
	CABLEWAY AABCELWY suspended cable (heavy rope) [n -S]
	CABRESTA AABCERST cabestro (lasso) [n -S]
	CABRESTO ABCEORST cabestro (lasso) [n -S]
	CABRIOLE ABCEILOR curved furniture leg [n -S]
	CACHEPOT ACCEHOPT ornamental container for flowerpot [n -S]
	CAGELIKE ACEEGIKL resembling cage (enclosure) [adj]
	CAGELING ACEGGILN caged bird [n -S]
	CALATHOS AACHLOST fruit basket [n -HI]
	CALATHUS AACHLSTU calathos (fruit basket) [n -HI]
	CALCIFIC ACCCFIIL containing salts of calcium [adj]
	CAMPUSED ACDEMPSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v]
	CAMPUSES ACEMPSSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v]
	CANEPHOR ACEHNOPR Greek maiden bearing basket on her head [n -S]
	CANISTER ACEINRST small, metal box [n -S]
	CANTHARI AACHINRT two-handled drinking cup [n CANTHARI]
	CAPACITY AACCIPTY ability to receive or contain [n -TIES]
	CAPTURER ACEPRRTU one that captures (to take by force or cunning) [n -S]
	CARBOYED ABCDEORY CARBOY, large bottle [adj]
	CARDCASE AACCDERS case for holding cards [n -S]
	CARRYCOT ACCORRTY baby’s portable cot [n -S]
	CARRYING ACGINRRY CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v]
	CARRYOUT ACORRTUY take-out order of food [n -S]
	CARTLOAD AACDLORT as much as cart can hold [n -S]
	CARTONED ACDENORT CARTON, to pack in cardboard box [v]
	CARYATID AACDIRTY sculptured female figure used as column [n -S,  -ES]
	CASKETED ACDEEKST CASKET, to place in casket (burial case) [v]
	CASSETTE ACEESSTT small case containing audiotape or videotape [n -S]
	CATACOMB AABCCMOT underground cemetery [n -S]
	CATCHALL AACCHLLT container for odds and ends [n -S]
	CATCHING ACCGIHNT CATCH, to capture after pursuit [v]
	CATHEDRA AACDEHRT bishop’s throne [n -S, -E]
	CELLARED ACDEELLR CELLAR, to store in underground room [v]
	CELLARET ACEELLRT cabinet for wine bottles [n -S]
	CEMENTED CDEEEMNT CEMENT, to bind firmly [v]
	CEMENTER CEEEMNRT one that cements (to bind firmly) [n -S]
	CENOTAPH ACEHNOPT empty tomb [n -S]
	CHAINING ACGHIINN CHAIN, to bind with chain (series of connected rings) [v]
	CHESTFUL CEFHLSTU as much as chest or box can hold [n -S]
	CHINCHED CCDEHHIN CHINCH, to chinse (to fill seams in boat or cabin) [v]
	CHINCHES CCEHHINS CHINCH, to chinse (to fill seams in boat or cabin) [v]
	CHINKING CGHIIKNN CHINK, to fill cracks or fissures in [v]
	CHINNING CGHIINNN CHIN, to hold with chin) lower part of face) [v]
	CHINSING CGHIINNS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v]
	CHOCKING CCGHIKNO CHOCK, to secure with wedge of wood or metal [v]
	CIBORIUM BCIIMORU vessel for holding holy bread [n -IA]
	CISTERNA ACEINRST fluid-containing sac [n -E]
	CLAMPING ACGILMNP CLAMP, to fasten with clamp (securing device) [v]
	CLASPING ACGILNPS CLASP, to embrace tightly [v]
	CLAYWARE AACELRWY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S]
	CLEEKING CEEGIKLN CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v]
	CLENCHED CCDEEHLN CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v]
	CLENCHER CCEEHLNR one that clenches (to grasp firmly) [n -S]
	CLENCHES CCEEHLNS CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v]
	CLEVISES CEEILSSV CLEVIS, metal fastening device [n]
	CLINGIER CEGIILNR CLINGY, adhesive [adj]
	CLINGING CGGIILNN CLING, to adhere closely [v]
	CLOGGILY CGGILLOY CLOGGY, clogging or able to clog [adv]
	CLUTCHED CCDEHLTU CLUTCH, to grasp and hold tightly [v]
	COALHOLE ACEHLLOO compartment for storing coal [n -S]
	COALIEST ACEILOST COALY, containing coal [adj]
	COALSHED ACDEHLOS shed for storing coal [n -S]
	COALYARD AACDLORY yard for storing coal [n -S]
	COAPTING ACGINOPT COAPT, to fit together and make fast [v]
	COATRACK AACCKORT rack or stand for coats [n -S]
	COATROOM ACMOOORT room for storing coats [n -S]
	COCOONED CCDENOOO COCOON, to wrap or envelop tightly [v]
	COFFERED CDEEFFOR COFFER, to put in strongbox [v]
	COFFINED CDEFFINO COFFIN, to put in coffin (burial case) [v]
	COFFLING CFFGILNO COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v]
	COHERENT CEEHNORT sticking together [adj]
	COHERING CEGHINOR COHERE, to stick together [v]
	COHESION CEHINOOS act or state of cohering (to stick together) [n -S]
	COHESIVE CEEHIOSV COHESION (act or state of cohering (to stick together) [adj]
	COIGNING CGGIINNO COIGN, to quoin (to secure with type of wedge) [v] / COIGNE [v]
	COLLARED ACDELLOR COLLAR, to provide with collar (something worn around neck) [v]
	COLLARET ACELLORT small collar [n -S]
	COLUMNAL ACLLMNOU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj]
	COLUMNAR ACLMNORU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj]
	COLUMNED CDELMNOU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj]
	COMPRISE CEIMOPRS to include or contain [v -D, -SING, -S]
	COMPRIZE CEIMOPRZ to comprise (to include or contain) [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	CONFINER CEFINNOR one that confines (to shut within enclosure) [n -S]
	COOPERED CDEEOOPR COOPER, to make or mend barrels [v]
	CORDELLE CDEELLOR to tow boat with cordelle (towrope) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S]
	CORDLIKE CDEIKLOR resembling cord (thin rope) [adj]
	CORNCRIB BCCINORR building in which corn is stored [n -S]
	CORSETED CDEEORST CORSET, to fit with corset (supporting undergarment) [v]
	CORSETRY CEORRSTY work of making corsets (supporting undergarment) [ -RIES]
	COTTERED CDEEORTT COTTER, pin or wedge used for fastening parts together [adj]
	COVENANT ACENNOTV to enter into binding agreement [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CRAALING AACGILNR CRAAL, to kraal (to pen in type of enclosure) [v]
	CRAMMING ACGIMMNR CRAM, to fill or pack tightly [v]
	CRAMPING ACGIMNPR CRAMP, to restrain or confine [v]
	CRATCHES ACCEHRST CRATCH, manger (trough or box from which horses or cattle eat) [n]
	CRATEFUL ACEFLRTU as much as crate can hold [n -S]
	CREDENZA ACDEENRZ piece of furniture [n -S]
	CREELING CEEGILNR CREEL, to put fish in creel (fish basket) [v]
	CRIBBING BBCGIINR supporting framework [n -S] / CRIB, to confine closely [v]
	CROCKERY CCEKORRY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -RIES]
	CROCKPOT CCKOOPRT electric cooking pot [n -S]
	CROSSBAR ABCORRSS to fasten with crossarms [v -RRED, -RRING, -S]
	CRUCIBLE BCCEILRU heat-resistant vessel [n -S]
	CRUCIFER CCEFIRRU one who carries cross [n -S]
	CRUTCHED CCDEHRTU CRUTCH, to prop up or support [v]
	CRUTCHES CCEHRSTU CRUTCH, to prop up or support [v]
	CRYOBANK ABCKNORY place for storing human tissue at very low temperatures [n -S]
	CUBICULA ABCCILUU burial chambers [n]
	CUFFLINK CFFIKLNU fastening for shirt cuff [n -S]
	CUPBOARD ABCDOPRU cabinet (piece of furniture with shelves and drawers) [n -S]
	CUPELING CEGILNPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v]
	CUPELLED CDEELLPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v]
	CUPELLER CEELLPRU one that cupels (to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel) [n -S]
	CUPPIEST CEIPPSTU CUPPY, cuplike [adj]
	CUPREOUS CEOPRSUU containing copper [adj]
	CURBABLE ABBCELRU CURB, to restrain (to hold back from action) [adj]
	CUSPIDOR CDIOPRSU spittoon (receptacle for saliva) [n -S]
	CYLINDER CDEILNRY to furnish with cylinder (chamber in engine) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CYTIDINE CDEIINTY compound containing cytosine [n -S]
	DEATHBED ABDDEEHT bed on which person dies [n -S]
	DECANTED ACDDEENT DECANT, to pour from one container into another [v]
	DECANTER ACDEENRT decorative bottle [n -S]
	DEFORCER CDEEFORR one that deforces (to withhold by force) [n -S]
	DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO narrow-necked jug [n -S]
	DETACHED ACDDEEHT DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v]
	DETACHER ACDEEHRT one that detaches (to unfasten and separate) [n -S]
	DETACHES ACDEEHST DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v]
	DETANGLE ADEEGLNT to remove knots from [v -D, -LING, -S]
	DEXTRINE DEEINRTX dextrin (substance used as adhesive) [n -S]
	DIESTOCK CDEIKOST frame for holding dies [n -S]
	DISBOUND BDDINOSU not having binding [adj]
	DISHLIKE DEHIIKLS resembling dish [adj]
	DISTRAIN ADIINRST to seize and hold property as security [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DOVECOTE CDEEOOTV roost for domesticated pigeons [n -S]
	DOWELING DEGILNOW DOWEL, to fasten with wooden pins [v]
	DOWELLED DDEELLOW DOWEL, to fasten with wooden pins [v]
	DRIFTPIN DFIINPRT metal rod for securing timbers [n -S]
	DUSTCART ACDRSTTU garbage truck [n -S]
	E
	EMBARRED ABDEEMRR EMBAR, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v]
	EMBEDDED BDDDEEEM EMBED, to fix firmly into surrounding mass [v]
	EMPTIEST EEIMPSTT EMPTY, containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [adj]
	ENCASING ACEGINNS ENCASE, to enclose in case [v]
	ENCLOSER CEELNORS one that encloses
	ENDPAPER ADEENPPR sheet of paper used in bookbinding [n -S]
	ENFETTER EEEFNRTT to enchain (to bind with chains) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ENLACING ACEGILNN ENLACE, to bind with laces [v]
	ENMESHED DEEEHMNS ENMESH, to ensnare or entangle in net [v]
	ENMESHES EEEHMNSS ENMESH, to ensnare or entangle in net [v]
	ENROOTED DEENOORT ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v]
	ENSCONCE CCEENNOS to settle securely or comfortably [v -D, -CING, -S]
	ENSHEATH AEEHHNST to enclose in sheath [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	ENSILAGE AEEGILNS to ensile (to store in silo) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	ENSILING EGIILNNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v]
	ENSNARER AEENNRRS one that ensnares (to trap (to catch in trap)) [n -S]
	ENSPHERE EEEHNPRS to enclose in sphere [v -D, -RING, -S]
	ENSWATHE AEEHNSTW to wrap in bandages [v -D, -HING, -S]
	ENTOILED DEEILNOT ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v]
	ENTREPOT EENOPRTT warehouse [n -S]
	ENVELOPE EEELNOPV paper container [n -S]
	ESTOPPEL EELOPPST legal restraint preventing person from contradicting his own previous statement [n -S]
	EYELETED DEEEELTY EYELET, to make small hole in (as for holding fastening button) [v]
	FACEPALM AACEFLMP to put one’s palm on one’s face to express disbelief or despair [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	FAGGOTED ADEFGGOT FAGGOT, to fagot (to bind together into bundle) [v]
	FAGOTING AFGGINOT FAGOT, to bind together into bundle [v]
	FAIRLEAD AADEFILR device used to hold ship's rigging in place [n -S]
	FASTENED ADEEFNST FASTEN, to secure (to make firm or tight) [v]
	FASTENER AEEFNRST one that fastens (to secure (to make firm or tight)) [n -S]
	FAUTEUIL AEFILTUU armchair (chair with armrests) [n -S]
	FERETORY EEFORRTY receptacle in which sacred relics are kept [n -RIES]
	FERREOUS EEFORRSU containing iron [adj]
	FERRITIN EFIINRRT protein that contains iron [n -S]
	FETTERED DEEEFRTT FETTER, to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [v]
	FETTERER EEEFRRTT one that fetters (to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles)) [n -S]
	FIASCOES ACEFIOSS FIASCO, wine bottle [n]
	FIBERIZE BEEFIIRZ to break into fibers (thread or threadlike object of structure) [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	FIBRANNE ABEFINNR fabric made of spun rayon yarn [n -S]
	FIBRILLA ABFIILLR fibril (small fiber) [n -S]
	FIGULINE EFGIILNU piece of pottery [n -S]
	FILAMENT AEFILMNT very thin thread or threadlike structure [n -S]
	FILLABLE ABEFILLL FILL, to put as much as can be held into [adj]
	FIREHOSE EEFHIORS hose used by firefighters [ -S]
	FIREROOM EFIMOORR room containing ship's boilers [n -S]
	FIRMWARE AEFIMRRW computer programs permanently stored on microchip [n -S]
	FISHBOWL BFHILOSW bowl in which live fish are kept [n -S]
	FLATPACK AACFKLPT package for integrated circuit [n -S]
	FLESHPOT EFHLOPST pot for cooking meat [n -S]
	FLOODING DFGILNOO filling with fluid to excess [n -S]
	FOOTHOLD DFHLOOOT secure support for feet [n -S]
	FOOTREST EFOORSTT support for feet [n -S]
	FORELOCK CEFKLOOR to fasten with linchpin [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	FOREPEAK AEEFKOPR forward part of ship's hold [n -S]
	FORESTAY AEFORSTY wire or rope used to support foremast [n -S]
	FORKEDLY DEFKLORY FORK, to work with fork (pronged implement) [adv]
	FORKSFUL FFKLORSU FORKFUL, as much as fork will hold [n]
	FORMWORK FKMOORRW set of forms to hold concrete until it sets [n -S]
	FRAPPING AFGINPPR FRAP, to bind firmly [v]
	FROGGING FGGGINOR type of ornamental coat fastener [n -S]
	FULLNESS EFLLNSSU state of being full (filled completely) [n -ES]
	FUMATORY AFMORTUY fumigation chamber [n -RIES]
	G
	GAGEABLE AABEEGGL GAGE, to pledge as security [adj]
	GALLETED ADEEGLLT GALLET, to fill in mortar joints with stone chips [v]
	GALLIPOT AGILLOPT small earthen jar [n -S]
	GANTRIES AEGINRST GANTRY, structure for supporting railroad signals [n]
	GARNERED ADEEGNRR GARNER, to gather and store [v]
	GARTERED ADEEGRRT GARTER, to fasten with elastic band [v]
	GASSIEST AEGISSST GASSY, containing gas [adj]
	GERMANIC ACEGIMNR containing germanium (metallic element) [adj]
	GIMBALED ABDEGILM GIMBAL, to support on set of rings [v]
	GLASSFUL AFGLLSSU as much as drinking glass will hold [n -S]
	GLOVEBOX BEGLOOVX small compartment in dashboard of vehicle [n -ES]
	GLUELIKE EEGIKLLU resembling glue (adhesive substance) [adj]
	GLUINESS EGILNSSU state of being gluey (resembling glue (adhesive substance)) [n -ES]
	GLUTTING GGILNTTU GLUT, to feed or fill to excess [v]
	GOMBROON BGMNOOOR kind of Persian pottery [n -S]
	GOURDFUL DFGLORUU as much as hollowed gourd can hold [n -S]
	GRABBIER ABBEGIRR GRABBY, tending to grab (to grasp suddenly)
	GRABBING ABBGGINR GRAB, to grasp suddenly [v]
	GRASPING AGGINPRS GRASP, to seize firmly with hand [v]
	GRAVELLY AEGLLRVY containing gravel [adj -LLIER, -LLIEST]
	GREASIER AEEGIRRS GREASY, containing or resembling grease [adj]
	GREASILY AEGILRSY GREASY, containing or resembling grease [adv]
	GRIPSACK ACGIKPRS valise (small piece of hand luggage) [n -S]
	GROUTING GGINORTU GROUT, to fill with thin mortar [v]
	GUNNYBAG ABGGNNUY bag made of gunny [n -S]
	GYPSEOUS EGOPSSUY containing gypsum (mineral) [adj]
	H
	HALTERED ADEEHLRT HALTER, to put restraint upon [v]
	HANDCUFF ACDFFHNU to fetter with restraining cuffs [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	HANDFAST AADFHNST to grip securely [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	HANDOVER ADEHNORV instance of giving up control [n -S]
	HANDRAIL AADHILNR railing used for support [n -S]
	HANDSFUL ADFHLNSU HANDFUL, as much as hand can hold [n]
	HAREWOOD ADEHOORW sycamore wood used for furniture [n -S]
	HATBOXES ABEHOSTX HATBOX, box for hat [n]
	HEADLOCK ACDEHKLO wrestling hold [n -S]
	HEADREST ADEEHRST support for head [n -S]
	HEADSTAY AADEHSTY support for ship's foremast [n -S]
	HEMATOMA AAEHMMOT swelling filled with blood [n -S, -TA]
	HILTLESS EHILLSST having no hilt (handle for weapon) [adj]
	HITCHING CGHHIINT HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v]
	HOARDING ADGHINOR something hoarded [n -S] / HOARD, to gather and store away [v]
	HOGSHEAD ADEGHHOS large cask [n -S]
	HOLDBACK ABCDHKLO restraining device [n -S]
	HOLDDOWN DDHLNOOW clamp for holding object in place [n -S]
	HOLDFAST ADFHLOST fastening device [n -S]
	HONEYFUL EFHLNOUY containing much honey [adj]
	HORSEBOX BEHOORSX closed vehicle for transporting horses [n -ES]
	HOUSEFUL EFHLOSUU as much as house will hold [n -S]
	HUTCHING CGHHINTU HUTCH, to store away [v]
	I
	ICEBOXES BCEEIOSX ICEBOX, cabinet for cooling food [n]
	ICEHOUSE CEEHIOSU building for storing ice [n -S]
	IMMURING GIIMMNRU IMMURE, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v]
	IMPAWNED ADEIMNPW IMPAWN, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v]
	IMPLEDGE DEEGILMP to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	INDUSIUM DIIMNSUU enclosing membrane [n -IA]
	INFILLED DEFIILLN INFILL, to fill in (hole) [v]
	INFIXING FGIIINNX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v]
	INFIXION FIIINNOX act of infixing (to implant (to set securely)) [n -S]
	INFLATER AEFILNRT one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [n -S]
	INFLATOR AFILNORT inflater (one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air)) [n -S]
	INKSTAND ADIKNNST inkwell (small container for ink) [n -S]
	INLACING ACGIILNN INLACE, to enlace (to bind with laces) [v]
	INSECURE CEEINRSU unsafe (not safe (free from danger)) [adj -R, -ST]
	J
	JEROBOAM ABEJMOOR wine bottle [n -S]
	JERRICAN ACEIJNRR jerrycan (fuel container) [n -S]
	JERRYCAN ACEJNRRY fuel container [n -S]
	JOISTING GIIJNOST JOIST, to support with horizontal beams [v]
	JUNKYARD ADJKNRUY place where junk is stored [n -S]
	KINGPOST GIKNOPST supporting structure of roof [n -S]
	KNAPSACK AACKKNPS bag carried on back [n -S]
	KNOTLESS EKLNOSST having no knots [adj]
	KNOTLIKE EIKKLNOT resembling knot [adj]
	KNOTTIER EIKNORTT KNOTTY, full of knots [adj]
	KNOTTILY IKLNOTTY KNOTTY, full of knots [adv]
	KNOTTING GIKNNOTT KNOT, to tie in knot (closed loop) [v]
	KRAALING AAGIKLNR KRAAL, to pen in type of enclosure [v]
	KREPLACH ACEHKLPR dumplings filled with ground meat or cheese [n KREPLACH]
	KREPLECH CEEHKLPR kreplach (dumplings filled with ground meat or cheese) [n KREPLECH]
	LADLEFUL ADEFLLLU as much as ladle will hold [n -S]
	LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL area of land built by filling lake [n -S]
	LAMPPOST ALMOPPST post supporting streetlight [n -S]
	LANDFILL ADFILLLN to build up area by burying refuse [v -ED, ING, -S]
	LATCHING ACGHILNT LATCH, to close with type of fastening device [v]
	LATIGOES AEGILOST LATIGO, strap used to fasten saddle [n]
	LEASHING AEGHILNS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v]
	LECYTHUS CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI]
	LEKYTHOS EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI]
	LEKYTHUS EHKLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI]
	LIGATING AGGIILNT LIGATE, to bind (to tie or secure) [v]
	LIGATION AGIILNOT act of ligating (to bind (to tie or secure)) [n -S]
	LIGATIVE AEGIILTV LIGATION, act of ligating (to bind (to tie or secure)) [adj]
	LIGATURE AEGILRTU to ligate (to bind (to tie or secure)) [v -D, -RING, -S]
	LIMINESS EIILMNSS state of being limy (resembling or containing lime) [n -ES]
	LINSTOCK CIKLNOST stick having one end divided to hold match [n -S]
	LINTELED DEEILLNT LINTEL, horizontal supporting beam [adj]
	LIVEWELL EEILLLVW container of water in boat for keeping fish alive [n -S]
	LOCKABLE ABCEKLLO LOCK, to secure by means of mechanical fastening device [adj]
	LOCKLESS CEKLLOSS lacking lock (mechanical fastening device) [adj]
	LONGERON EGLNNOOR longitudinal support of airplane [n -S]
	LONGNECK CEGKLNNO beer bottle with long neck [n -S]
	LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S]
	LUNCHBOX BCHLNOUX container for carrying meals to school or work [n -ES]
	LYMPHOID DHILMOPY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj]
	LYMPHOUS HLMOPSUY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj]
	MAINSTAY AAIMNSTY principal support [n -S]
	MAIOLICA AACIILMO majolica (type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat)) [n -S]
	MAJOLICA AACIJLMO type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S]
	MANGANIC AACGIMNN containing manganese (metallic element) [adj]
	MATCHBOX ABCHMOTX small box [n -ES]
	MATTRASS AAMRSSTT matrass (long-necked glass vessel) [n -ES]
	MATTRESS AEMRSSTT large pad filled with resilient material used on or as bed [n -ES]
	MINIPILL IIILLMNP birth control pill containing no estrogen [n -S]
	MISERERE EEEIMRRS part of church seat [n -S]
	MONEYBAG ABEGMNOY bag for holding money [n -S]
	MONTEITH EHIMNOTT large punch bowl [n -S]
	MORTARED ADEMORRT MORTAR, to secure with mortar (type of cement) [v]
	MORTGAGE AEGGMORT to pledge to creditor as security [v -D, -GING, -S]
	MORTICER CEIMORRT mortiser (one that mortises (to join or fasten securely)) [n -S]
	MORTISER EIMORRST one that mortises (to join or fasten securely) [n -S]
	MOUTHFUL FHLMOTUU as much as mouth can hold [n -S]
	MUCOSITY CIMOSTUY state of being mucous (secreting or containing mucus) [n -TIES]
	MUDDIEST DDEIMSTU MUDDY, covered or filled with mud [adj]
	MURRHINE EHIMNRRU MURRHA, murra (substance used to make fine vases and cups in ancient Rome) [adj]
	N
	NESTABLE ABEELNST capable of being fitted closely within another container [adj]
	NICKELIC CCEIIKLN pertaining to or containing nickel [adj]
	NIDIFIED DDEFIIIN NIDIFY, to nest (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [v]
	NIDIFIES DEFIIINS NIDIFY, to nest (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [v]
	NONEMPTY EMNNOPTY not empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj]
	NONWOODY DNNOOOWY not woody (containing or resembling wood) [adj]
	NUCLEOID CDEILNOU DNA-containing area of certain cells [n -S]
	OCHEROID CDEHIOOR ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj]
	OCHEROUS CEHOORSU containing or resembling ocher [adj]
	OCHREOUS CEHOORSU ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj]
	OMELETTE EEELMOTT omelet (dish of beaten eggs cooked and folded around filling) [n -S]
	ONLOADED ADDELNOO ONLOAD, to load vehicle or container [v]
	OOZINESS EINOOSSZ state of being oozy (containing or resembling soft mud or slime) [n -ES]
	OVERFILL EFILLORV to fill to overflowing [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	P
	PACKABLE AABCEKLP PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage [adj]
	PACKAGER AACEGKPR one that packages (to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)) [n -S]
	PACKETED ACDEEKPT PACKET, to make into small package [v]
	PACKSACK AACCKKPS carrying bag to be worn on back [n -S]
	PAINTBOX ABINOPTX box holding dry paints [n -ES]
	PANNIKIN AIIKNNNP small saucepan (deep cooking pan with handle) [n -S]
	PANTRIES AEINPRST PANTRY, closet or room for storing kitchen utensils [n]
	PAWNABLE AABELNPW PAWN, to give as security for something borrowed [adj]
	PEATIEST AEEIPSTT PEATY, resembling or containing peat [adj]
	PEDESTAL ADEELPST to provide with architectural support or base [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	PERFUMER EEFMPRRU one that perfumes (to fill with fragrant odor) [n -S]
	PEROGIES EEGIOPRS PEROGI, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n] PEROGY [n]
	PILLARED ADEILLPR PILLAR, to provide with vertical building supports [v]
	PINIONED DEIINNOP PINION, to remove or bind wing feathers of to prevent flight [v]
	PISCINAL ACIILNPS PISCINA, basin used in certain church ceremonies [adj]
	PLATEFUL AEFLLPTU quantity that fills plate (shallow dish) [n -S]
	PLEDGING DEGGILNP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v]
	PLIGHTED DEGHILPT PLIGHT, to promise or bind by solemn pledge [v]
	PLIGHTER EGHILPRT one that plights (to promise or bind by solemn pledge) [n -S]
	PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v]
	PLUMBOUS BLMOPSUU containing lead [adj]
	POCKETED CDEEKOPT POCKET, to place in pouch sewed into garment [v]
	POCKETER CEEKOPRT one that pockets (to place in pouch sewed into garment) [n -S]
	POINTING GIINNOPT cement or mortar filling joints of brickwork [n -S]
	POLYPARY ALOPPRYY common supporting structure of polyp colony [n -RIES]
	PORTABLY ABLOPRTY so as to be capable of being carried [adv]
	PORTERED DEEOPRRT PORTER, to carry luggage for pay [v]
	POTBOUND BDNOOPTU having grown too large for its container [adj]
	POTSHARD ADHOPRST potsherd (fragment of broken pottery) [n -S]
	POTSHERD DEHOPRST fragment of broken pottery [n -S]
	POUCHIER CEHIOPRU POUCHY, resembling pouch [adj]
	POUCHING CGHINOPU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v]
	PRESTORE EEOPRRST to store beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S]
	PRIEDIEU DEEIIPRU piece of furniture for kneeling on during prayer [n -S, -X]
	PRISONED DEINOPRS PRISON, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v]
	PULLBACK ABCKLLPU restraint or drawback [n -S]
	PUNCHEON CEHNNOPU vertical supporting timber [n -S]
	PUSHDOWN DHNOPSUW store of computer data [n -S]
	PUSTULAR ALPRSTUU PUSTULE, small elevation of skin containing pus [adj]
	PUTTYING GINPTTUY PUTTY, to fill with type of cement [v]
	PYROGIES EGIOPRSY PYROGY, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n]
	PYROHIES EHIOPRSY PYROHY, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n]
	Q
	QUAICHES ACEHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n]
	QUOINING GIINNOQU QUOIN, to secure with type of wedge [v]
	RAKEHELL AEEHKLLR man lacking in moral restraint [n -S]
	RAMPANCY AACMNPRY state of being rampant (unrestrained (not restrained (restrain))) [n -CIES]
	REBOTTLE BEELORTT BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RECAMIER ACEEIMRR backless couch [n -S]
	REFASTEN AEEFNRST to fasten again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFILLED DEEFILLR REFILL, to fill again [v]
	REHOBOAM ABEHMOOR wine bottle [n -S]
	REINLESS EEILNRSS unrestrained (not restrained (to hold back from action)) [adj]
	RENESTED DEEENRST RENEST, NEST, to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs) [v]
	REPACKED ACDEEKPR REPACK, PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage [v]
	REPOTTED DEEOPRTT REPOT, POT, to put in pot (round, fairly deep container) [v]
	RESEATED ADEEERST RESEAT, to seat again [v]
	RESECURE CEEERRSU to secure again [v -D, -RING, -S]
	RESTRAIN AEINRRST to hold back from action [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETICULE CEEILRTU woman's handbag [n -S]
	RIVETING EGIINRTV RIVET, to fasten with type of metal bolt [v]
	RIVETTED DEEIRTTV RIVET, to fasten with type of metal bolt [v]
	ROILIEST EIILORST ROILY, muddy (covered or filled with mud) [adj]
	ROLLAWAY AALLORWY piece of furniture that can be rolled away when not in use [n -S]
	ROOMSFUL FLMOORSU ROOMFUL, as much as room can hold [n]
	ROSEBOWL BELOORSW bowl for displaying cut roses [n -S]
	RUCKSACK ACCKKRSU knapsack (bag carried on back) [n -S]
	RUGALACH AACGHLRU rugelach (cookie of cream-cheese dough spread with filling and rolled up) [n RUGALACH]
	RUGELACH ACEGHLRU cookie of cream-cheese dough spread with filling and rolled up [n -S]
	RULELESS EELLRSSU not restrained or regulated by law [adj]
	SABULOSE ABELOSSU sabulous (sandy (containing or covered with sand)) [adj]
	SABULOUS ABLOSSUU sandy (containing or covered with sand) [adj]
	SACCULAR AACCLRSU resembling sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant) [adj]
	SACCULUS ACCLSSUU saccule (small sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant)) [n -LI]
	SACHETED ACDEEHST SACHET, small bag containing perfumed powder [adj]
	SACKABLE AABCEKLS SACK, to put into sack (large bag) [adj]
	SACKLIKE ACEIKKLS resembling sack [adj]
	SACKSFUL ACFKLSSU SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n]
	SADDLING ADDGILNS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v]
	SALTIEST AEILSSTT SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj]
	SALTNESS AELNSSST state of being salty (tasting of or containing salt) [n -ES]
	SANDIEST ADEINSST SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj]
	SATURATE AAERSTTU to fill completely with something that permeates [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SAUCEPAN AACENPSU deep cooking pan with handle [n -S]
	SAUCEPOT ACEOPSTU deep cooking pot with two handles [n -S]
	SAWHORSE AEHORSSW rack used to support piece of wood being sawed [n -S]
	SCALEPAN AACELNPS pan on weighing scale [n -S]
	SCARFPIN ACFINPRS tiepin (pin for securing necktie) [n -S]
	SCENTING CEGINNST SCENT, to fill with odor [v]
	SCOOPFUL CFLOOPSU as much as scoop will hold [n -S]
	SCREWING CEGINRSW SCREW, to attach with screw (type of metal fastener) [v]
	SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES]
	SCULLERY CELLRSUY room in which kitchen utensils are cleaned and stored [n -RIES]
	SEALABLE AABEELLS SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage [adj]
	SEATBACK AABCEKST back of seat [n -S]
	SEATBELT ABEELSTT arrangement of straps to keep person steady in seat [n -S]
	SEATLESS AEELSSST having no seat [adj]
	SEATRAIN AAEINRST ship equipped to carry railroad cars [n -S]
	SEATWORK AEKORSTW work done at one's seat [n -S]
	SECURELY CEELRSUY SECURE, free from danger [adv]
	SECUREST CEERSSTU SECURE, free from danger [adj]
	SECURING CEGINRSU SECURE, to make firm or tight [v]
	SECURITY CEIRSTUY state of being secure (free from danger) [n -TIES]
	SEDILIUM DEIILMSU sedile (one of seats in church for use of officiating clergy) [n -IA]
	SEEDCAKE ACDEEEKS sweet cake containing aromatic seeds [n -S]
	SEEDIEST DEEEISST SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj]
	SHACKLER ACEHKLRS one that shackles (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [n -S]
	SHEEPCOT CEEHOPST enclosure for sheep [n -S]
	SHELFFUL EFFHLLSU as much as shelf can hold [n -S]
	SHIMMING GHIIMMNS SHIM, to fill out or level by inserting thin wedge [v]
	SHOELACE ACEEHLOS lace for fastening shoe [n -S]
	SHOTHOLE EHHLOOST hole drilled in rock to hold explosives [n -S]
	SHRINING GHIINNRS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v]
	SICKERLY CEIKLRSY securely (free from danger) [adv]
	SKELETAL AEEKLLST SKELETON, supporting or protective framework of human or animal body [adj]
	SKELETON EEKLNOST supporting or protective framework of human or animal body [n -S]
	SKYBOARD ABDKORSY board with foot bindings that is used for skysurfing [n -S]
	SKYBOXES BEKOSSXY SKYBOX, enclosure of seats situated high in stadium [n]
	SLIPCASE ACEILPSS protective box for book [n -S]
	SLIPKNOT IKLNOPST type of knot [n -S]
	SLIPWARE AEILPRSW type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S]
	SMOKEBOX BEKMOOSX chamber for producing and containing smoke [n -ES]
	SMOKEPOT EKMOOPST container for giving off smoke [n -S]
	SMOKIEST EIKMOSST SMOKEY, smoky (filled with smoke) [adj] / SMOKY [adj]
	SNAPLESS AELNPSSS lacking snap (type of fastening device) [adj]
	SNIBBING BBGIINNS SNIB, to latch (to close with type of fastening device) [v]
	SNOODING DGINNOOS SNOOD, to secure with snood (net or fabric cap for hair) [v]
	SNUFFBOX BFFNOSUX box for holding snuff [n -ES]
	SOAPIEST AEIOPSST SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj]
	SOLANDER ADELNORS protective box for library materials [n -S]
	SPADEFUL ADEFLPSU as much as spade can hold [n -S]
	SPARRING AGINPRRS SPAR, to provide with spars (stout poles used to support rigging) [v]
	SPICIEST CEIIPSST SPICEY, spicy (containing spices) [adj] / SPICY [adj]
	SPILLING GIILLNPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v]
	SPITTOON INOOPSTT receptacle for saliva [n -S]
	SPOONFUL FLNOOPSU as much as spoon can hold [n -S]
	SPRIGGED DEGGIPRS SPRIG, to fasten with small, thin nails [v]
	SQUIRREL EILQRRSU to store up for future use [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	STAGEFUL AEFGLSTU as much or as many as stage can hold [n -S]
	STANDISH ADHINSST receptacle for pens and ink [n -ES]
	STASHING AGHINSST STASH, to store in secret place [v]
	STEEVING EEGINSTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v]
	STEMWARE AEEMRSTW type of glassware [n -S]
	STICKILY CIIKLSTY in sticky (tending to adhere) manner [adv]
	STINKPOT IKNOPSTT  jar containing foul-smelling combustibles formerly used in warfare [n -S]
	STIPITES EIIPSSTT STIPES, STIPE, slender supporting part of plant [n]
	STOCKCAR ACCKORST boxcar for carrying livestock [n -S]
	STOCKPOT CKOOPSTT pot in which broth is prepared [n -S]
	STORABLE ABELORST something that can be stored [n -S]
	STOWABLE ABELOSTW STOW, to pack (to put into receptacle for transportation or storage) [adj]
	STRAPPED ADEPPRST STRAP, to fasten with strap (narrow strip of flexible material) [v]
	STRAPPER AEPPRRST one that straps (to fasten with strap (narrow strip of flexible material)) [n -S]
	STUBBIES BBEISSTU STUBBY, short squat bottle of beer [n]
	STUFFING FFGINSTU material with which something is stuffed [n -S]
	SUBOXIDE BDEIOSUX oxide containing relatively little oxygen [n -S]
	SUBSTAGE ABEGSSTU part of microscope for supporting accessories [n -S]
	SUFFLATE AEFFLSTU to inflate (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SUGARIER AEGIRRSU SUGARY, containing or resembling sugar [adj]
	SUITCASE ACEISSTU flat, rectangular piece of luggage [n -S]
	SWEATBOX ABEOSTWX small enclosure in which one is made to sweat [n -ES]
	SWIVELED DEEILSVW SWIVEL, to turn on pivoted support [v]
	TABLEFUL ABEFLLTU as much as table can hold [n -S]
	TAILSKID ADIIKLST support on which tail of airplane rests [n -S]
	TANTALUS AALNSTTU case for wine bottles [n -ES]
	TAPEABLE AABEELPT TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band) [adj]
	TEABOARD AABDEORT tray for serving tea [n -S]
	TEABOXES ABEEOSTX TEABOX, box for tea leaves [n]
	TEFILLIN EFIILLNT phylacteries (small leather box holding Hebrew texts) worn by Jews [n TEFILLIN]
	TERRARIA AAEIRRRT glass enclosures for plants or small animals [n]
	TETHERED DEEEHRTT TETHER, to fasten to fixed object with rope [v]
	THRONING GHINNORT THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v]
	TIECLASP ACEILPST clasp for securing necktie [n -S]
	TITTERED DEEIRTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v]
	TITTERER EEIRRTTT one that titters (to utter restrained, nervous laugh) [n -S]
	TOGGLING GGGILNOT TOGGLE, to fasten with type of pin or short rod [v]
	TOOLROOM LMOOOORT room where tools are stored [n -S]
	TOOLSHED DEHLOOST building where tools are stored [n -S]
	TRAINFUL AFILNRTU as much as railroad train can hold [n -S]
	TRAPPING AGINPPRT TRAP, to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals) [v]
	TREENAIL AEEILNRT wooden peg used for fastening timbers [n -S]
	TRUCKFUL CFKLRTUU as much as truck can hold [n -S]
	TRUNKFUL FKLNRTUU as much as trunk (storage box) can hold [n -S]
	TRUSSING GINRSSTU TRUSS, to secure tightly [v]
	TUBBABLE ABBBELTU suitable for washing in tub [adj]
	TUMPLINE EILMNPTU strap for supporting load on back [n -S]
	TYPECASE ACEEPSTY tray for holding printing type [n -S]
	TYROPITA AIOPRTTY pastry made with layers of phyllo and filled with cheese-egg mixture [n -S]
	UNBOTTLE BELNOTTU to release from or as if from bottle [v -D, -LING, -S]
	UNBOXING BGINNOUX UNBOX, to remove from box [v]
	UNBUTTON BNNOTTUU to unfasten buttons of [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	UNCANNED ACDENNNU CANNED, CAN, to put in can (cylindrical container) [adj]
	UNCASKED ACDEKNSU CASK, to store in cask (strong barrel) [adj]
	UNCTUOUS CNOSTUUU greasy (containing or resembling grease) [adj]
	UNCURBED BCDENRUU UNCURB, to remove restraints from [v]
	UNDERACT ACDENRTU to act subtly and with restraint [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	UNDERPIN DEINNPRU to support from below [v -NNED, -NNING, -S]
	UNFASTEN AEFNNSTU to release from fastenings [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	UNFILLED DEFILLNU not filled (to put as much as can be held into) [adj]
	UNFIXING FGIINNUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v]
	UNHANGED ADEGHNNU UNHANG, to detach from hanging support [v]
	UNHASPED ADEHNPSU UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v]
	UNLACING ACGILNNU UNLACE, to unfasten laces of [v]
	UNLASHED ADEHLNSU UNLASH, to untie lashing (type of binding) of [v]
	UNLASHES AEHLNSSU UNLASH, to untie lashing (type of binding) of [v]
	UNLEADED ADDEELNU product containing no lead [n -S]
	UNLINKED DEIKLNNU UNLINK, to unfasten links (connecting devices) of [v]
	UNLOCKED CDEKLNOU UNLOCK, to unfasten lock of [v]
	UNPOTTED DENOPTTU POTTED, POT, to put in pot (round, fairly deep container) [adj]
	UNSEATED ADEENSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v]
	UNSTAYED ADENSTUY not secured with ropes or wires [adj]
	UNSWATHE AEHNSTUW to unbind (to free from bindings) [v -D, -HING, -S]
	UNVEINED DEEINNUV not veined (to fill with veins (tubular blood vessels)) [adj]
	VACANTLY AACLNTVY VACANT, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adv]
	VANITORY AINORTVY combined dressing table and basin [n -RIES]
	VASCULUM ACLMSUUV box used to hold plant specimens [n -S,  -LA]
	VASELIKE AEEIKLSV VASE, rounded, decorative container [adj]
	VASIFORM AFIMORSV having form of vase [adj]
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